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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
EFFICIENT GREEDY-FACE-GREEDY GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN
MOBILE AD HOC AND SENSOR NETWORKS
This thesis describes and develops two planarization algorithms for geographic routing and
a geographic routing protocol for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. As all nodes are
mobile and there is no fixed infrastructure, the design of routing protocols is one of the
most challenging issues in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. In recent years, greedy-
face-greedy (GFG) geographic routing protocols have been widely used, which need nodes
to construct planar graphs as the underlying graphs for facerouting.
Two kinds of planarization algorithms have been developed,idealized and realistic pla-
narization algorithms, respectively. The idealized planarization algorithms make the ideal
assumption that the original network graph is aunit-disk graph (UDG). On the other hand,
the realistic planarization algorithms do not need the original network to be aUDG.
We propose an idealized planarization algorithm, which constructs anEdge Constrained
Localized Delaunay graph (ECLDel). Compared to the existingplanarized localized De-
launay graph[42], the construction of anECLDelgraph is far simpler, which reduces the
communication cost and saves the network bandwidth.
We propose aPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP), which gener-
ates a planar spanning subgraph of the original network graph in realistic environments
with obstacles. The proposedPPCLDP outperforms the existingCross Link Detection
Protocol[32] with much lower communication cost and better convergencetim .
In GFG routing protocols, greedy routing may fail at concavenodes, in which case,
face routing is applied to recover from the greedy routing failure. This may cause extra
hops in routing in networks containing voids. We propose aHill-Area-Restricted (HAR)
routing protocol, which avoids the extra hops taken in the original GFG routing. Compared
to the existingNode Elevation Ad hoc Routing[4], the proposedHARguarantees the packet
delivery and decreases the communication cost greatly.
KEYWORDS: Geographic routing, greedy routing, face routing, unit-disk graph, con-
cave nodes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks
This thesis develops two planarization algorithms for geographic routing and a geographic
routing protocol for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. In recent years, with the emer-
gence of wireless devices such as PDAs and sensors, which need wireless communication,
mobile ad hoc (MANET) and wireless sensor networks (WSN) have attracted a lot of at-
tention. Mobile ad hoc and sensor networks are infrastructueless mobile networks, which
contain wireless and mobile nodes that are connected in an arbitrary manner, without any
infrastructure.
Because there are no fixed routers in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, each node
acts as both an end system and a router. A node can communicatedirectly only with nodes
within its transmission range. When two nodes are not withineach other’s transmission
range, the communication between them needs multi-hop routing, which needs the help of
other mobile nodes to route packets between them. As all nodes are mobile and there is no
fixed infrastructure, the design of routing protocols has become one of the most challenging
issues in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, nodes usually have limited resources, i.e., mem-
ory and power, which requires routing protocols to be efficient with low overhead and low
bandwidth consumption. This is the basis of the research describ d in this dissertation.
1
1.2 Routing Protocols in Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor Net-
works
Routing protocols in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks can bedivided to two groups:
topology-based and position-based (geographic).
1.2.1 Topology-Based Routing Protocols in MANET
Topology-based routing protocols use the information of existing links in the network to
route packets. A variety of topology-based routing protocols have been developed, which
can be categorized as eithertable-drivenor source-initiated on-demandrouting protocols.
In table-drivenrouting protocols, each node maintains consistent and up-to-date routing
information to every other node in the network, which requires periodic message flooding
in the network. Each node needs to maintain one or more routing tables to store the routing
information. Examples oftable-drivenrouting protocols are DSDV [49] and WRP [46].
In source-initiated on-demandrouting, routes are created only when they are required
by source nodes. When a source node requires a route to a destination, it initiates a route
discovery by message flooding in the network. Examples ofource-initiated on-demand
routing protocols are AODV [48] and DSR [27].
In topology-based routing protocols, message flooding in the network is typically needed
for a node to get the routing information to other nodes. Thismakes topology-based routing
protocols less scalable and less desirable for mobile ad hocand sensor networks. Several
articles include a survey of topology-based routing protocls [1,2,11,51,54].
1.2.2 Position-Based (Geographic) Routing Protocols in MANET
Position-based routing protocols use the information of the geographic position of nodes in
the network to perform packet forwarding. The Global Positin System (GPS) and some
other positioning services [12, 23] help a mobile node know its own location. If nodes
broadcast their locations locally (e.g., in Hello messages), each node will know the location
2
of all its neighbors.
In geographic routing, each mobile node does not need to maintain routing information
achieved by message flooding. Instead, a node only needs to maintain the location of its
neighbors, which is sufficient for it to select the next hop node for a packet. The low
overhead of geographic routing makes it scalable and attractive for nodes with limited
memory and power in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. For example, in the recently
proposed data-centric storage [38, 39,52, 55, 57] for sensor networks, geographic routing
protocols like GPSR [30] are used as the underlying routing protocols. Geographic routing
protocols can be divided into heuristic and delivery-guaranteed routing protocols.
Examples of position-based (geographic) routing protocols are Compass [34], MFR [61],
GEDIR [59], Face-2 [10], GPSR [30], AFR [36], and GOAFR+ [35]. Several articles in-
clude a survey of geographic routing protocols [20,45,58].
Heuristic Geographic Routing Protocols
In heuristic geographic routing protocols, each node forwards packet for a destination to a
next hop node based on some heuristics. Typical heuristic geographic routing protocols [16,
34,59,61] use different heuristics, illustrated in Figure1.1. Nodes is a source node or a
forwarding node of a packet with nodeas the destination. The radius of the circle centered
at nodes is the transmission range of nodes, so any node in the circle is a neighbor ofs,
like nodep, q, m, g, andc in the figure.m
′
is the projection of nodem on the dotted line
sd.
d
g
c
m
m’s
q
p
Figure 1.1: An illustration of heuristic geographic routing protocols
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1. Most Forward within Radius (MFR) : Takagi et al. proposed the Most Forward
within Radius (MFR) routing protocol [61], which is considered to be the first geo-
graphic routing protocol. In MFR, a source or a forwarding nodes forwards a packet,
with noded as the destination, to one of its neighbors that makes the most pr gress
in the direction ofd. That is,s forwards the packet to one of its neighbors whose pro-
jection on the linesd is closest tod. In Figure1.1, nodes will forward the packet to
nodem, because the projection ofm on linesd,m
′
, is closest tod than the projection
of any other neighbors.
2. Greedy Routing: Finn proposed a greedy routing approach [16], in which nodes
forwards a packet to one of its neighbors that is closer to destination noded thans
and any other neighbors ofs, and in Figure1.1, it is nodeg. It is easy to see that this
kind of next hop node may not exist all the time, because nodes may be closer to
noded than all its neighbors. This is known as the local minimum phenomenon [69].
3. Geographic Distance Routing (GEDIR): In GEDIR [59], nodes forwards a packet
to one of its neighbors that is closer to destination noded than any other neighbors
of s, not necessarily closer tod than nodes itself.
4. Compass Routing: In compass routing [34], nodes forwards a packet destined to
noded to one of its neighborsn such that the angle betweens andsd is the smallest.
In Figure1.1, nodec is the next hop node selected by nodes in this strategy.
The above heuristic routing protocols may not converge to find a path even though
a path may exist, especially in sparse networks. Delivery-guaranteed geographic routing
protocols can always find a path if one exists.
Delivery-Guaranteed (Greedy-Face-Greedy) Geographic Routing Protocols
Most delivery-guaranteed geographic routing protocols combine greedy and face routing
and are called Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) routing protocols[58]. In GFG routing proto-
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cols, greedy routing is used first, and when greedy routing fails, which means a node can
not find a neighbor that is closer to the destination than itself and all its other neighbors,
face routing is used to recover from this failure. Greedy routing will be used again when it
is possible. Examples of GFG geographic routing protocols are GPSR [30], AFR [36], and
GOAFR+ [35]. GPSR [30] is shown in detail below.
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) Algorithm:
The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [30] algorithm is a well-cited Greedy-
Face-Greedy (GFG) routing protocol. Lets, d andp denote the source node, destination
node and the packet, respectively. The GPSR protocol works as follows:
1. At the source nodes, it first sets the routing mode ofp to greedy and tries to routep
by greedy routing, the description of which is in Algorithm1.
If the greedy routing fails, it sets the routing mode ofp to perimeter and sets the
node wherep entered perimeter mode, denoted bye, to itself. Nodee is for the later
use to decide whether packetp can be returned to greedy mode. It then routesp by
perimeter routing, the details of which are given in Algorithm2.
2. When receiving packetp, a node, sayu, checks if it is the destination node ofp. If it
is, it returns from the algorithm. Otherwise, it forwardsp based on the routing mode
of p as follows:
(i) If the routing mode ofp is greedy, it forwardsp by greedy routing.
(ii) If the routing mode ofp is perimeter, it checks ifp can be returned to greedy
mode by checking if it is closer tod than nodee, the node wherep entered
perimeter mode. If so, it changes the routing mode to greedy an forwardsp by
greedy routing. Otherwise, it forwardsp by perimeter routing.
Details of the greedy routing algorithm,Greedy-Routing(u, d, p), and of the perimeter
(face) routing algorithm,Face-Routing(u, d, p), are introduced in Algorithm1 and Algo-
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rithm 2, respectively, whereu, d andp are the current node, the destination node and the
packet that needs to be routed, respectively.
1. u checks if there is a neighbor node, sayn, of it, which is closer tod than itself and
any other neighbors of it.
2. If yes,u forwardsp to noden.
3. Otherwise, the greedy routing fails and returns -1.
Algorithm 1 : The algorithm Greedy-Routing(u, d, p)
1. If u is the source node, it forwardsp to the first edge counterclockwise aboutu from
the lineud.
2. If u is an intermediate forwarding node ofp, and letv denote the previous hop node
of p, it forwardsp to the first edge counterclockwise aboutu from the lineuv that
does not intersect with the lineud.
Algorithm 2 : The algorithm Face-Routing(u, d, p)
Perimeter (Face) routing in GFG routing protocols, like GPSR, makes each packet tra-
verse along the faces, which intersect with the line segmentfrom the source to the desti-
nation untill it reaches the destination or greedy routing can be returned. The traversal of
packet is based on the right-hand rule [8], which must be applied on a planar graph with-
out crossing edges to guarantee its correctness. Therefore, n d s in the network need to
construct a planar spanning subgraph of the original network graph for face routing. In the
next section, we introduce existing planarization algorithms and associated problems to be
addressed.
1.3 Problems Addressed In the Dissertation
Two kinds of planarization algorithms have been developed for face routing recently, which
we label idealized and realistic planarization algorithm,respectively. The idealized pla-
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narization algorithms make an ideal assumption that the original network graph is aunit-
disk graph (UDG), which means there is an edge incident on two nodes if and onlyif the
Euclidean distance between them is no more than the transmission range1. On the contrary,
the realistic planarization algorithms do not need the original network to be a UDG. These
algorithms have a planar spanning subgraph of the original network graph under realistic
environments.
1.3.1 Idealized Planarization Algorithms for Face Routing
Idealized planarization algorithms make an ideal assumption that the original network
graph is aUnit-Disk Graph (UDG). Under this assumption, a planarization algorithm to
construct theGabriel graph (GG)[18], which is a planar spanning subgraph of the original
UDG, is commonly used for face routing.
Let UDG(N, E)denote theunit-disk graphof the ad hoc or sensor network, whereN
is the set of all nodes in the network andE is the set of all edges in the graph. Given two
nodesa andb, theGabriel graph (GG)contains an edgeab if ab ∈ E and if the interior of
the circle withab as diameter does not contain any other node (known as a witness) i N .
Another idealized planarization algorithm to construct theRelative Neighborhood Graph
(RNG)[62], which is a planar spanning subgraph of the originalUDG, is also commonly
used for face routing. It contains an edgeab if ab ∈ E and there is no node (known as a
witness)c ∈ N such that|ac| < |ab| and|bc| < |ab|.
Both of the above idealized planarization algorithms are comm nly used, because they
can be constructed distributively and easily by each node. For instance,GG is used by
Bose et al. [10] andRNGis used by Karp et al. [30]. However,GG andRNGare relatively
sparse, which results in long routes for geographic routingon them.
Li et al. [42] proposed an idealized planarization algorithm to construct a planarized
localized Delaunay graph, PLDel. PLDelgraph is a planart-spanner ofUDG(N, E), which
1 Assuming all mobile nodes in the network have the same transmission range.
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is denser thanGGandRNG. The algorithm to construct aPLDel(N)contains two sections.
In the first section, a1-localized Delaunay graph, LDel(1)(N), is constructed. It contains
all Gabrieledges and all1-localized Delaunay triangle, the circumcircle of which does not
contain any1-hop neighbors of any of its three vertices. TheLDel(1)(N) is a t-spanner of
UDG(N, E), but it may not be planar.
In the second section, by removing the intersections inLDel(1)(N), the graphPLDel(N)
is constructed, which is a planart-spanner of the originalUDG.
The algorithm to construct thePLDelneeds1-hop neighborhood information. However,
the construction ofPLDel is very complex and not efficient enough because each node
needs to broadcast several rounds of messages, which results in high communication cost
and makes their algorithm converge slowly.
We propose an idealized planarization algorithm to construct anEdge Constrained Lo-
calized Delaunay graph, denoted byECLDel, as the underlying graph for face routing. We
prove that theECLDelis a planart-spanner of theunit-diskgraph, which is denser thanGG
andRNG. Geographic routing onECLDel is as efficient as on the previous work ofPLDel
in terms of path length (hop count). However, the construction of anECLDelgraph is far
more simple and it converges faster. In addition, both the number and the size of messages
broadcast by each node in the construction ofECLDel graph are significantly decreased,
which reduces communication cost and saves the network bandwidth and node power.
1.3.2 Realistic Planarization Algorithms for Face Routing
In realistic environments, the assumption that the original network is aUDG may be vio-
lated in the following three situations:
1. Obstacles may exist in two neighboring nodes, and an edge may not exist between
them (i.e., they may not be able to communicate with each other directly) even though
theEuclideandistance between them is less than the transmission range. This thesis
focuses on this particular case.
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2. Nodes may have different transmission ranges, making links between nodes unidi-
rectional.
3. The location information obtained byGPSor other systems may be inaccurate and
have some error. Seada et al. [56] describe that many state-of-the-art techniques
usually cause 10% (of the transmission range) or more in location error. This will
result in an error in calculating theEuclideandistance between two nodes.
The violation of the assumption ofUDG, in which an edge may not exist between
two nodes (even though theEuclideandistance between them is less than the transmission
range), causes the idealizedUDG planarization algorithms not to work correctly. As a
result, realistic planarization algorithms must be develop d.
The Cross Link Detection Protocol (CLDP)[32], to our knowledge, is the only one
that uses a realistic planarization algorithm, which makesface routing inGFG geographic
routing protocols, likeGPSR, work correctly under realistic conditions with obstacles.
The CLDP produces an almost planar spanning subgraph of the originalrealistic net-
work graph. InCLDP, a node needs to probe each link attached to it in the originalnetwork
graph to detect pairs of links that intersect. If a node detects such pairs of cross-links, it
may need further probing of a link to decide if the link shouldbe kept or removed.
The probing of a link inCLDP requires traversal of the network graph using theRight-
Hand Rule (RHR), which in some cases may cause a long face with a large number of edges
being traversed. This results in large communication cost because each traversal of an edge
needs a message broadcast. In addition, for some of its links, a node may need several
rounds of probing (several rounds of traversal of faces) to make a decision, which makes
CLDP converge slowly.
We propose aPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP)containing a re-
alistic planarization algorithm, which generates an almost planar spanning subgraph of the
original network graph in realistic environments with obstacles. The proposedPPCLDP
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improves the existingCLDP by adding a2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algo-
rithm. In theCLPPalgorithm, a node can detect2-hop cross linksof any links attached to
it and can decide whether to keep or remove the links by exchanging a few messages with
its neighbors. This way, a node does not need to probe these links using theRight-Hand
Rule (RHR), which may cause traversal of long faces, and does not need sev ral rounds of
probing for these. This decreases the total number of messagbroadcast by nodes signif-
icantly, which makesPPCLDPoutperformCLDP with a much lower communication cost
and better convergence time.
1.3.3 GFG Geographic Routing Protocols for Networks with Voids
In most existing GFG geographic routing protocols, likeGPSR[30], greedy routing is
applied first, which may fail at a concave node, which is a nodecloser to the destination
than any of its neighbors [30]. The reason for this is that in geographic routing protocols,
only local information of each neighbor’s position is knownto each node, hence, a node can
not make routing decisions based on the whole network topology. Therefore, nodes may not
select next hop neighbors wisely in some networks with special topologies, e.g., networks
with voids or obstacles. This may cause packets to enter concave areas and reach concave
nodes, and cause greedy routing fail. Face routing is applied to recover from greedy routing
failures, which may cause many extra hops in routing and decrease the routing efficiency.
Noa et al. [4] propose aNode Elevation Ad hoc Routing (NEAR)protocol to improve the
routing efficiency. It consists of three algorithms, which are node reposition algorithm, a
void bypass algorithm and a routing algorithm. It improves the overall efficiency of greedy
and perimeter routing of the original GFG routing. However,there are two problems with
NEAR.
First, the Right-Hand Rule (RHR) is used on a non-planar graph in the void bypass
algorithm, which fails to find paths around voids in some cases. As a result, the packet
delivery is not guaranteed in the network, which is not desirable in mobile ad hoc and sensor
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networks. Second, the void bypass algorithm inNEARincurs tremendous communication
cost in transferring control messages.
We propose aHill-Area-Restricted (HAR)geographic routing protocol, which avoids
the extra hops required in the original GFG routing, making it more efficient in hop count.
Compared to the previous work ofa Node Elevation Ad Hoc Routing (NEAR)[4], the
proposed HAR guarantees the packet delivery and greatly decreases the communication
cost. This makes the HAR more desirable for mobile ad hoc and se sor networks.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
In Chapter2, we present an idealized planarization algorithm, which constructs anEdge
Constrained Localized Delaunay graph (ECLDel), as the underlying graph for face rout-
ing. We prove that theECLDel is a planart-spanner of theunit-diskgraph. In Chapter3,
we present ourPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP). It uses a realistic
planarization algorithm, which generates an almost planarsp nning subgraph of the orig-
inal network graph in realistic environments with obstacles. We introduce theHill-Area-
Restricted (HAR)geographic routing protocol in Chapter4. TheHARprotocol avoids the
extra hops taken in the original GFG routing in networks containing voids, which makes
it more efficient with respect to the hop count. Finally, we con lude the dissertation and
describe our future work in Chapter5.
Copyright c© Yan Sun 2012
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Chapter 2
An Edge Constrained Localized
Delaunay Graph for Geographic
Routing in MANET
2.1 Introduction
In recent years, a variety of position-based (geographic) routing protocols have been devel-
oped for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, such as Compass [34], MFR [61], GEDIR [59],
Face-2 [10], GPSR [30], AFR [36] and GOAFR+ [35].
Most geographic routing protocols combine greedy and face routing, which are called
Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) routing protocols [58]. In GFG routing protocols, greedy rout-
ing is used first, and when this fails, i.e., when a node can notfi d a neighbor that is closer
to the destination than itself and all its other neighbors, face routing is used to recover
from this failure. Greedy routing will be used again when it is possible. Examples of GFG
geographic routing protocols are GPSR [30], AFR [36], and GOAFR+ [35].
Face routing is based on the right-hand rule [8] and must be applied on a planar graph
without crossing edges to guarantee its correctness. In a planar graph that is composed
of faces, face routing makes each packet traverse along the faces, which intersect with the
line segment from the source to the destination, until the destination is reached or greedy
routing can be returned. This requires nodes in the network to construct a planar spanning
subgraph of the original network graph.
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Many existing planarization algorithms, which we label idealized planarization algo-
rithms, make the idealized assumption that the original network graph is aunit-disk graph
(UDG), where there is an edge incident on two nodes if and only if theEuclidean distance
between them is no more than the transmission range1.
Two idealized planarization algorithms commonly used are theGabriel graph (GG)[18]
and therelative neighborhood graph (RNG)[62], because they can be constructed distribu-
tively and easily by each node. For instance,GG is used by Bose et al. [10] andRNG is
used by Karp et al. [30]. However,GGandRNGare relatively sparse, which results in long
routes for geographic routing on them.
To improve the efficiency of geographic routing, i.e., shortening the routes, some denser
graphs, e.g., planart-spanners2 of UDG [19,42,65], are proposed as the underlying graphs.
Li et al. [42] propose aplanarized localized Delaunay graph, PLDel, which is a planar
t-spanner ofUDG, as the underlying graph for geographic routing. Their algorithm to
construct thePLDel is very complex and converges slowly, because each node needs to
broadcast several messages, which results in a high communication cost.
We propose anEdge Constrained Localized Delaunay graph, ECLDel, as the underly-
ing graph for geographic routing. In this chapter:
1. We prove that theECLDel is a planart-spanner of the originalunit-diskgraph.
2. We develop an algorithm to construct theECLDelgraph, which can be run by each
node distributively with1-hop neighborhood information.
3. Compared to the previous work of constructing apl narized localized Delaunay
graph, PLDel, our algorithm to construct theECLDelis much simpler and converges
faster. This is because:
1 Suppose all mobile nodes in the network have the same transmission range.
2 A graphG′ is a t-spanner of a graphG, if G′ is a spanning subgraph ofG and the shortest path length
between any two nodes inG′ is at mostt times the shortest path length between the two nodes inG. t is a
positive real constant and is called thelength stretch factor.
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(i) We significantly reduce the number of messages broadcastby each node from
five rounds (each round may contain several messages) to onlytwo messages;
and
(ii) We define two new types of edges, theIntersecting Gabriel (IG) edgesand the
Unaware Intersection (UI) edges, which are constrained in theECLDelgraph.
These edges help significantly reduce the size of messages broadcast by each
node. The decrease in both the number and the size of messagesbroadcast by
each node reduces the communication cost, and saves the network both band-
width and node power, which is desirable in mobile ad hoc and se sor networks.
4. Our simulation shows that the communication cost decidedby the average number
of messages and the average size of messages (the number of neighbor nodes in mes-
sages) broadcast by each node is, respectively, 65% and 42% less in the construction
of ECLDel than inPLDel.
Section2.2 below presents the rationale behind our research. Section2.3 i troduces
preliminaries. Section2.4presents theEdge Constrained Localized Delaunay graph, ECLDel,
and proves it is a planart-spanner of theunit-disk graph. Section2.5describes an algorithm
to construct anECLDel graph. Section2.6 presents the simulation results on the perfor-
mance of geographic routing onECLDeland other underlying graphs, and on the cost of
constructingPLDel andECLDel. Section2.7 describes the related work and Section2.8
concludes the chapter.
2.2 Research Rationale
2.2.1 Assumptions
1. Accurate positioning service: We assume that in mobile adhoc and sensor networks,
each node has GPS or other positioning services [12,23] that can provide its accurate
position of. If nodes broadcast their locations, each node will know the accurate
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location of all its neighbors.
2. Unit-disk graph:We also assume that all mobile nodes in the network have the sam
transmission range. No obstacles exist between any two nodes that are in each other’s
transmission range, so they can communicate with each otherdirectly. In this case,
mobile nodes in the network construct aunit-disk graph(UDG), because there is an
edge between two nodes if and only if the Euclidean distance between them is no
more than the transmission range.
2.2.2 Research Rationale
Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) routing has been developed as a kind of optimal delivery-
guaranteed geographic routing, and has become the main trend in this field. In GFG routing,
face routing is used when greedy routing fails to recover from the failure. As discussed
previously, face routing based on the right-hand rule [8] must be applied on a planar graph,
in which no crossing edges exist, to guarantee its correctness. Therefore, planar spanning
subgraphs of the original network graph,UDG, must be constructed for GFG routing.
The Gabriel graph(GG) [18] and relative neighborhood graph(RNG) [62] are com-
monly used as the underlying planar graphs for GFG routing. However, bothGG and
RNG are relatively sparse, which makes GFG routing inefficient with long routes. Re-
cently, many researchers have focused on the construction of denser graphs, e.g., planar
t-spanners ofUDG, as the underlying graphs [5, 19, 42, 65], which makes GFG routing
much more efficient with shorter routes.
Li et al. [42] propose a planart-spanner ofUDG, called aplanarized localized De-
launay graph, PLDel, as the underlying graph for GFG geographic routing, which can be
constructed by each node distributively. Their algorithm to construct thePLDel is very
complex and is not efficient because each node needs to broadcast several messages, which
makes their algorithm converge slowly. This is the rationale behind our study.
In this chapter, we develop a simpler and more efficient algorithm to construct a planar
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t-spanner ofUDG for GFG geographic routing. In our algorithm, we do not attempt to
decrease the asymptotic communication cost, which is near optimal in the algorithm to
construct aPLDel. However, we do significantly decrease the number of messagend
the size of messages broadcast by each node in the construction of ECLDel. This results
in a much lower communication cost and makes our algorithm converge faster, which are
desirable features in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
2.3 Preliminaries
Before presentingECLDel, some background information is needed. LetUDG(N, E)de-
note theunit-disk graphof the ad hoc or sensor network, whereN is the set of all nodes
in the network andE is the set of all edges in the graph. Given two nodesa andb, the
Euclidean distance between them is denoted by|a |.
2.3.1 The Gabriel Graph
TheGabriel graph[18]3, denoted byGG, is a planar spanning subgraph ofUDG(N, E). It
contains an edgeab if ab ∈ E and if the interior of the circle withab as diameter does not
contain any other node (known as a witness) inN . As shown in Figure2.1, the shaded area
is the circle with a diameter ofab, in which if there is no witnessc, thenab will be kept by
botha andb as an edge in theGabriel graph.
2.3.2 Relative Neighborhood Graph
The relative neighborhood graph[62]4, denoted byRNG, is also a planar spanning sub-
graph ofUDG(N, E). It contains an edgeab if ab ∈ E and there is no node (known as a
witness)c ∈ N such that|ac| < |ab| and|bc| < |ab|. For example, in Figure2.2, the shaded
area is the intersection area of two circles, both of which have | b| as their radius and the
3 In the rest of the chapter, allGabriel graphsare extracted from theUDG.
4 In the rest of the chapter, allrelative neighborhood graphsare extracted from theUDG.
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Figure 2.1: Deciding whether an edge is in theGG graph
centers of which area andb, respectively. If there is no witnessc in the shaded area, then
edgeab will be kept by botha andb as an edge in theRNG graph.
ba
c
Figure 2.2: Deciding whether an edge is in theRNG graph
The length stretch factors ofGG andRNGaren − 1 and
√
n− 1, respectively [63],
wheren is the number of nodes in the network. SoGG andRNGare nott-spanner of the
UDG(N, E).
2.3.3 Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay Triangulation
The Voronoi regionof a nodea is a regionN in which each node is closer to nodea
than to any other node inN . TheVoronoi regionsof all nodes inN construct theVoronoi
diagram. Delaunay triangulationis the dual of theVoronoi diagram. Delaunay triangu-
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lation contains an edgeab if and only if theVoronoi regionsof a andb share a common
boundary [50]. The Delaunay triangulation, denoted byDel(N), is a planart-spanner of
the completed Euclidean graph [14]. Each triangle in theDelaunay triangulationis called
a Delaunay triangle, which has the important property that the interior of its circumcircle
does not contain any other node inN .
Figure2.3 below shows an example of theVoronoi diagramandDelaunay triangula-
tion, where the dotted lines construct theVoronoi diagramand the solid lines construct the
Delaunay triangulation.
Figure 2.3: An example ofVoronoi diagramandDelaunay triangulation
2.3.4 Planarized Localized Delaunay Graph (PLDel)
k-Hop Neighbors
Nodes within the transmission range of a nodea are called1-hop neighbors ofa, which can
be reached bya directly. Nodes that can be reached by nodea within (less than or equal to)
k hops are calledk-hop neighbors ofa.
Planarized Localized Delaunay Graph
Li et al. [42] proposed ak-localized Delaunay graph, denoted byLDel(k)(N) (k ≥ 1),
which contains allGabriel edgesand allk-localized Delaunay triangles5.
5 A triangle is ak-localized Delaunay triangleif the interior of its circumcircle does not contain anyk-hop
neighbors of any of its three vertices.
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Li et al. [42] proved thatLDel(k)(N) (k ≥ 1) is a t-spanner ofUDG(N, E). They illus-
trated thatLDel(k)(N) is planar whenk ≥ 2, but its construction needs at least2-hop neigh-
borhood information from each node, which is undesirable. The construction ofLDel(1)(N)
needs1-hop neighborhood information, but it has been shown that itmay not be planar.
Li et al. proposed theplanarized localized Delaunay graph, denoted byPLDel(N),
which is a planart-spanner ofUDG(N, E)and can be constructed with1-hop neighborhood
information. The algorithm to construct aPLDel(N)contains two parts as follows:
Part I: i. A node, saya, computes theDelaunay triangulation, Del(N(a)). N(a) denotes
nodea’s 1-hop neighbors, including itself.
ii. For a triangle fromDel(N(a)), say△abc, if all the three edges have length
at most the transmission range, and angle6 bac ≥ π/3, nodea broadcastsa
messageProposal(a, b, c).
iii. When receiving the messageProposal(a, b, c), a node, sayb, checks whether
△abc belongs toDel(N(b)). If yes, b broadcastsa message,Accept(a, b, c).
Otherwise, it rejects the proposal byroadcastingmessageReject(a, b, c).
iv. Nodea keeps edgesab andac as the incident edges of it if△abc is in Del(N(a)),
and bothb andc have sent eitherAccept(a, b, c)or Proposal(a, b, c).
The graph constructed by this part is the1-localized Delaunay graph, LDel(1)(N).
Each triangle in theLDel(1)(N) is called a1-localized Delaunay triangle, LDel(1)△.
Part II removes the intersections inLDel(1)(N).
Part II: i. A nodea broadcaststheGabriel edgesincident on it andbroadcaststhe tri-
angles of theLDel(1)(N) incident on it.
ii. For two intersected triangles△abc and△def known by nodea, nodea removes
the triangle△abc if its circumcircle contains one of the nodesd, e andf .
iii. Nodea removes any triangle of theLDel(1)(N) incident on it that intersects with
anyGabriel edgeit received from other nodes.
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iv. Nodea broadcastsall triangles incident on it which it has not removed in the
previous steps.
v. Nodea keeps the edgeab as the incident edges of it inPLDel(N)if it is a Gabriel
edge, or if there is a triangle△abc, such thata, b, andc have all announced they
have not removed the triangle△abc in step ii and step iii.
The above algorithm constructs aPLDel(N) graph. The communication cost in the
construction isO(n lgn), wheren is the number of nodes in the network. It is easy to see
that the construction ofPLDel(N) is very complex and that each node needs tobroadcast
five rounds of messages (in addition, each round may contain several messages). This
makes the algorithm inefficient and it converges slowly. In the following section, we present
a much more efficient algorithm to construct a planart-spanner ofUDG.
2.4 Edge Constrained Localized Delaunay Graph
In this section, we define two new kinds of edges as theConstrained edges, which belong
to theUDG and are constrained in the proposedE ge Constrained Localized Delaunay
graph, ECLDel. We also prove that theECLDel is a planart-spanner ofUDG.
2.4.1 Edges Constrained in ECLDel
We define two new kinds of edges,Intersecting Gabriel (IG) edgesandUnaware Intersec-
tion (UI) edges, which are constrained in theECLDel.
Before defining the edges, we introduce some notations. The transmission range of
each mobile node is denoted byR. Given any three nodesp, q, andr, the triangle made
by them is denoted by△pqr. The circumcircle made by them is denoted by⊙pqr. ⊙pq
denotes the circle with diameterpq, and⊙p denotes the circle withp as the center andR
as the radius. The angle ([0,π]) between edgespq andpr is denoted by6 qpr or 6 rpq.
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Intersecting Gabriel (IG) edges
First, we define a new kind of edges, theIntersecting Gabriel (IG) edges.
Definition 1 Any edge inUDG that intersects with a Gabriel edge is called an Intersecting
Gabriel (IG) edge.
Lemma 1 If cd is an IG edge that intersects with a Gabriel edgeab, then at least one ofa
andb is a common neighbor of bothc andd.
Proof: Let cd intersect withab ate. Let o be the center of⊙ab. Becauseab is aGabriel
edge, both c andd are outside⊙ab. Let cd intersect with⊙ab at c′ andd′, respectively.
There are three cases based on the location ofe.
Case 1:e andb are on the same side of, as shown in Figure2.4below. Then6 cbd >
6 c′bd′ > π/2. This implies that|bc| < |cd| ≤ R and|bd| < |cd| ≤ R. Therefore,b is a
common neighbor of bothc andd.
a b
c
c’
d
d’
eo
Figure 2.4:e andb are on the same side of
Case 2:e anda are on the same side of. Based on the reasoning in Case 1 above, it is
easy to see thata is a common neighbor of bothc andd.
Case 3:e is exactly ono. Also based on the reasoning in Case 1, it is easy to see that
botha andb are common neighbors ofc andd. Thus, the lemma follows.✷
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Corollary 1 Since a node broadcasts all Gabriel edges incident on it, each node has the
knowledge of all IG edges incident on it.
This is accomplished by a node by checking whether an edge incide t on it intersects
with anyGabriel edgebroadcast by its neighbors.
Unaware Intersection (UI) Edges
Next, we define the other type of edges, namely, theUnaware Intersection (UI) edges. Let
N(a) denote the set of1-hop neighbors of nodea.
Definition 2 For a Non-Gabriel edgecd incident onc, if ∃a ∈ N(c), b ∈ N(c), which
makesab intersect withcd with |ad| > R and |bd| > R, as shown in Figure2.5, then
ab is called an Unaware Intersection (UI) edge, because neither a nor b knows about the
intersection. Nodec is called a discoverer of the UI edgeab. cd is called a bridge edge for
c to discover the UI edgeab.
b
c
d
a
Figure 2.5: AnUI edge (dotted lines are those with length more thanR)
Because botha andb are neighbors of the discovererc, if c broadcastsab as anUI edge,
then botha andb know thatab is anUI edge. In fact, a node discovers very fewUI edges,
as discussed next.
Corollary 2 If a node, sayc, broadcasts theUI edge, sayab, it discovers, then botha and
b know thatab is anUI edge.
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The following Lemma2, Corollary 3, and Lemma3 show characterizations ofUI
edges, which helps explain why the number ofUI edges each node discovers is so low.
This results in a low communication cost for each node to broadcast theUI edges, which
is required in our algorithm to construct theECLDel introduced later.
Lemma 2 If c is a discoverer of an UI edgeab with a bridge edgecd, then|cd| > (
√
3/2)R.
Proof: The proof uses Figure2.6below. Let the area inside⊙c be denoted byA1, and
the area inside⊙d be denoted byA2. Let A3 denote the area that is inA1 but not inA2,
which meansA3 = A1 − A1 ∩A2, shown as the shaded area in Figure2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Property of anUI edge
Based on Definition2, we know|ac| ≤ R, |bc| ≤ R, |ad| > R, and|bd| > R, which
means botha andb are in areaA3.
Let dotted linel incident onc be perpendicular tocd. It intersects with⊙d at f and
g. Both a andb are inA3 and intersect withcd, so |fg| < |ab| ≤ R. This implies that
|cg| = |fg|/2 < R/2. Since|dg| = R, then|cd| > (
√
3/2)R. ✷
Corollary 3 If c is a discoverer of an UI edgeab with a bridge edgecd, and as in Fig-
ure 2.6, line l separates the areaA3 into three subareas,A4, A5, andA6, which means
A3 = A4 ∪ A5 ∪A6, then at least one ofa andb is in the areaA5 ∪A6.
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Proof: ab intersects withcd, soa andb can not be both inA4. Since botha andb are in
A3, andA3 = A4 ∪A5 ∪A6, the corollary follows.✷
Lemma 3 If c is a discoverer of an UI edgeab with a bridge edgecd, then6 acb > 2π/3.
Proof: Based on Definition2, we know that|bc| ≤ R, |bd| > R and|cd| ≤ R, as shown
in Figure2.5, so |bd| > |bc| and|bd| > |cd|. This implies that6 bcd > π/3. For the same
reason,6 acd > π/3. Therefore,6 acb = 6 acd+ 6 bcd > 2π/3. ✷
Lemma2, Corollary3, and Lemma3 imply that the number ofUI edges each node can
discover is very low. Our simulations show that theUI edges each node discovers is 0.12
on the average, which generates a very low communication cost for broadcastingUI edges.
Lemma 4 If an edgeab is an UI edge, it is not a Gabriel edge.
Proof: Let c be a discoverer of anUI edgeab by a bridge edgecd. Then based on
Definition2, ab intersects withcd and neithera nor b is the neighbor ofd.
Supposeab is a Gabriel edgeandcd is an Intersecting Gabriel (IG) edge. Based on
Lemma1, at least one ofa andb is the common neighbor of bothc andd. This contradicts
that neithera nor b is the neighbor ofd. Hence, the lemma follows.✷
Constrained edges
With the definitions ofIntersecting Gabriel (IG) edgesand Unaware Intersection (UI)
edges, we are ready to introduceConstrained edges.
Definition 3 If an edge is an Intersecting Gabriel (IG) edge or an Unaware Intersection
(UI) edge (sometimes an IG edge may also be an UI edge), then itis called a Constrained
edge.
In the rest of this chapter, the set of allConstrained edgesthat are constrained in the
ECLDel is denoted byCE.
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2.4.2 Edge Constrained Localized Delaunay Graph
With the knowledge ofConstrained edges, in this section, we define theEdge Constrained
Localized Delaunay graph, denoted byECLDel(N).
Definition 4 For any three nodesa, b, andc of N , if the interior of⊙abc does not contain
any1-hop neighbor ofa, b, or c, and each edge of△abc has a length of no more thanR
and is not a Constrained edge (which means each edge of△abc belongs toE −CE), then
△abc is called an Edge Constrained Localized Delaunay triangle,denoted by ECLDel△.
Definition 5 The Edge Constrained Localized Delaunay graph, denoted by ECLDel(N),
contains all Gabriel edges and all edges of ECLDel△s.
2.4.3 ECLDel is at-Spanner
In this section, we prove that theECLDel is a t-spanner of theUDG. Recall that the2-
localized Delaunay graph, LDel(2)(N), is a planart-spanner ofUDG(N, E)[42]. It contains
all Gabriel edgesand all2-localized Delaunay triangles6. By proving that it is a subgraph
of ECLDel(N), we prove thatECLDel(N)is at-spanner ofUDG(N, E).
Lemma 5 None of the edges of a 2-localized Delaunay triangle is an Intersecting Gabriel
(IG) edge.
Proof: LDel(2)(N) contains allGabriel edgesand is planar, so it does not contain anIG
edge. The lemma follows.✷
Lemma 6 None of the edges of a 2-localized Delaunay triangle is an Unaware Intersection
(UI) edge.
Proof: Suppose there is a2-localized Delaunay triangle△abc with an UI edgeab.
Assume that node is a discoverer ofUI edgeab through a bridge edged. Based on
6 A 2-localized Delaunay triangle, say△abc, satisfies the requirement that the interior of⊙abc does not
contain any2-hop neighbor ofa, b, or c, and each edge of△abc has length no more thanR, (which means
each edge of△abc belongs toE).
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Definition 2, botha andb are1-hop neighbors ofe, andab intersects with edged with
|ad| > R and |bd| > R. This impliesd is a 2-hop neighbor ofa andb. Note thate is
a 1-hop neighbor and also a2-hop neighbor ofa andb7. Since△abc satisfies that⊙abc
does not contain any2-hop neighbor ofa, b, or c, bothe andd are outside⊙abc. Let ed
intersect with⊙abc at e′ andd′. Let o be the center of⊙abc. There are two cases based on
the location ofed.
Case 1:ed andb are on the same side of, as shown in Figure2.7. It is easy to see that
6 ebd > 6 e′bd′ > π/2. Therefore,|bd| < |ed| ≤ R, which contradicts the assumption that
|bd| > R.
a
d
e
d’
e’
c
o b
Figure 2.7:ed andb are on the same side of
Case 2:ed anda are on the same side of, or o sits exactly oned. Based on the
same rationale as in Case 1, it is easy to see that|ad| < |ed| ≤ R, which contradicts the
assumption|ad| > R. Thus, the lemma follows.✷
Lemma 7 Each edge of a 2-localized Delaunay triangle belongs toE − CE.
Proof: Based on Lemma5 and Lemma6, each edge of a2-localized Delaunay trian-
gle is not aConstrained edge(does not belong toCE). Since each edge of a2-localized
Delaunay trianglebelongs toE, the lemma follows.✷
7 Nodes that can be reached by nodea within (less than or equal to)k hops are calledk-hop neighbors of
a. This implies that allk-hop neighbors of a node are also(k + 1)-hop neighbors of the node.
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Lemma 8 Each 2-localized Delaunay triangle is an ECLDel△.
Proof: A 2-localized Delaunay triangle, say△abc, satisfies that the interior of its cir-
cumcircle does not contain any2-hop neighbor ofa, b, orc. Based on the definition ofk-hop
neighbors of a node described in Section2.3.4, it is easy to see that the set of(k + 1)-hop
neighbors of a node contains all thek-hop neighbors of the node. This implies that the
set of2-hop neighbors of a node contains all1-hop neighbors of the node. Therefore, the
interior of the circumcircle of△abc does not contain any1-hop neighbors ofa, b, or c.
Since each edge of△abc belongs toE−CE,△abc satisfies the definition of aECLDel△.
Thus, the lemma.✷
Theorem 1 LDel(2)(N) is a subgraph of ECLDel(N).
Proof: We know thatECLDel(N)contains allGabriel edgesand allECLDel△s. LDel(2)(N)
contains allGabriel edgesand all2-localized Delaunay triangles. The theorem follows
from Lemma8. ✷
SinceLDel(2)(N) is at-spanner ofUDG(N, E)and a subgraph ofECLDel(N), ECLDel(N)
is at-spanner ofUDG(N, E).
2.4.4 ECLDel is Planar
In this section, we prove that theECLDel is a planar graph. Recall that the1-localized
Delaunay graph, LDel(1)(N), contains allGabriel edgesand all1-localized Delaunay tri-
angles[42]. A 1-localized Delaunay triangle, say△abc, satisfies that the interior of⊙abc
does not contain any1-hop neighbor ofa, b, or c, and each edge of△abc has a length no
more thanR (belongs toE).
By showing that eachECLDel△ belongs to the set of all1-localized Delaunay tri-
angles, we know that eachECLDel△ satisfies the properties of the1-localized Delaunay
triangles, and thus, we prove thatECLDel is planar.
Lemma 9 Each ECLDel△ belongs to the set of all 1-localized Delaunay triangles.
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Proof: Definition 4 describes anECLDel△, say△abc, which satisfies that the interior
of ⊙abc does not contain any1-hop neighbors ofa, b, or c, and each edge of△abc belongs
to E − CE ⊆ E. Therefore, anECLDel△ must be a1-localized Delaunay triangle. The
lemma follows.✷
Theorem 2 No two ECLDel△s intersect.
Proof: Suppose twoECLDel△s△abc and△def intersect. Lemma9 implies that the
ECLDel△s satisfy the properties of the1-localized Delaunay triangles. The only way this
can happen is if exactly one edge of each triangle is not intersected by the edges of the
other triangle [42].
Supposeac andef are not intersected by△def and△abc, respectively, thenab andbc
intersect with bothde anddf , as shown in Figure2.8. Either⊙abc contains at least one of
the nodesd, e, andf , or ⊙def contains at least one of the nodesa, b, andc [42]. Let us
suppose that⊙abc containsd as shown in Figure2.8.
a b
c
d
ef
Figure 2.8: A case in which twoEdge Constrained Localized Delaunay trianglesintersect
Since⊙abc does not contain any1-hop neighbors ofa, b, or c, ad > R, db > R and
cd > R. For the intersecting edgesab andde, at least one of the nodesa, b, d ande is the
1-hop neighbor of the other three [19]. Therefore, onlye is the1-hop neighbor of the other
three nodes, which means thatae ≤ R andeb ≤ R.
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In cases wherede is not aGabriel edge, thenab is anUnaware Intersection (UI) edge
from Definition2. In cases wherede is aGabriel edge, ab is anIntersecting Gabriel (IG)
edgefrom Definition1. Either case implies thatb is aConstrained edge, which contradicts
that each edge of aECLDel△ is not aConstrained edge, (belongs toCE = E − CE).
Hence, the theorem.✷
Theorem 3 ECLDel(N) is planar.
Proof: ECLDel(N)contains allGabriel edgesand allECLDel△s. Gabriel edgesdo not
intersect with each other.ECLDel△s do not intersect with each other based on Theorem2.
Each edge of anECLDel△ is not anIntersecting Gabriel (IG) edge, so aGabriel edgedoes
not intersect with anyECLDel△ edges. Hence, the theorem.✷
2.4.5 A Comparison of Graphs ECLDel and PLDel
A common feature ofECLDel andPLDel is that both of them are planart-spanners of
UDG. However, they are not the same, asECLDel is a subgraph ofPLDel. We present a
proof of this below.
Lemma 10 ECLDel is a subgraph of LDel(1)(N).
Proof: Based on Definition4, anECLDel△ satisfies that its interior does not contain
any1-hop neighbors of any of its three vertices, and each of its edges belongs to the edge
setE − CE ⊆ E. This means that eachECLDel△ is a 1-localizedDelaunaytriangle,
LDel(1)△. Based on the definition ofLDel(1)(N) [42] and Definition5, the lemma follows.
✷
Theorem 4 ECLDel is a subgraph of PLDel.
Proof: To construct aPLDel, the intersections inLDel(1)(N) should be removed. Be-
cause theGabriel edges do not intersect with each other, the intersections inLDel(1)(N)
have two cases. First, aLDel(1)△ intersects with aGabriel edge, which must contain an
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IG edge. In this case, theLDel(1)△ will be removed. Secondly, twoLDel(1)△s, say△abc
and△xyz, intersect. We have that exact two edges of each of the triangles intersect with
each other, and either⊙abc contains at least one of the nodesx, y andz or ⊙xyz contains
at least one of the nodesa, b andc [42]. Suppose the intersection is as in Fig2.9 below,
whereab andbc intersect withxy andxz, andx is inside⊙abc. In this case,△abc will
be removed. Because|ax| > R, |bx| > R, |az| ≤ R and |bz| ≤ R [42], ab is anUI
edge. Therefore, to construct aPLDel, eachLDel(1)△ that is removed from theLDel(1)(N)
contains either anIG or anUI edge, which is not contained in theECLDel. Based on the
definition ofLDel(1)(N) [42], Definition 5, and Lemma10, the theorem follows.✷
a b
c
x
yz
Figure 2.9: An example of the intersection of two1-localized Delaunay triangles.
On the contrary,PLDel is not a subgraph ofECLDel, because some triangles within
may containUI edges that are not contained inECLDel.
2.5 An Algorithm to Construct an ECLDel
In this section, we present algorithmAlgEcldel, with which each node constructs the
ECLDeldistributively with1-hop neighborhood information.N(a) denotes the set of node
a’s 1-hop neighbors, includinga.
2.5.1 Algorithm AlgEcldel
The details of algorithmAlgEcldelare as follows:
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1. Each node gets the location information of its1-hop neighbors from a node’s periodic
broadcasting of Hello messages.
2. A node, saya, computes theDelaunay triangulation, Del(N(a)), which can be com-
puted via a variety of methods [15,17,22].
3. Nodea finds all Unaware Intersection (UI) edgesit can discover and inserts them
into setUI of Unaware Intersection edges. Nodea finds allGabriel edgesincident
on it, marks them as edges in theECLDel, and inserts them to setGE of Gabriel
edges. Nodea broadcastsa message,edges(UI, GE).
4. On receiving the messageedges(UI, GE)from the nodes inN(a), a combines the
edges in setsUI it receives with its own setUI, and combines the edges in setsGE it
receives with its own setGE.
5. Nodea selects all triangles incident on it fromDel(N(a)), each edge of which sat-
isfies that it has a length no more thanR, does not belong to setUI, and does not
intersect with any edge in setGE (not anIG edge). The triangles are candidates for
theECLDel△s. Nodea puts all the candidate triangles in the messagecandidates,
e.g.,candidates((a, b, c), (a, e, f )), andbroadcaststhe message.
6. Nodeawill keep a candidate triangle△abc as anECLDel△ if it receivescandidates((a,
b, c)) from bothb andc. Nodea marksab andac as edges in theECLDel.
By locally applying the algorithmAlgEcldel, each node computes allGabriel edgesand
all ECLDel△s incident on it distributively, to construct theECLDelgraph.
2.5.2 Correctness Proof of Algorithm AlgEcldel
In this section, we prove the correctness of the algorithmAlgEcldel.
Theorem 5 AlgorithmAlgEcldelconstructs a graph ofECLDel.
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Proof: Suppose the algorithmAlgEcldelconstructs a graphG. From step 2 ofAlgE-
cldel, a node, saya, computes all theDelaunay trianglesincident on it, whose circumcircles
do not contain any1-hop neighbors of nodea. From step 3 and step 4, nodea knows all
theUI edges incident on it and all theGabrieledges incident on its1-hop neighbors based
on Corollary2. From step 5, nodea knows all theIG edges incident on it in theDelaunay
trianglesit computes based on Corollary1. With the knowledge ofUI andIG edges, node
a selects the candidateECLDel△s. For example, if△abc is a candidateECLDel△ selected
by nodea, then it satisfies thatab ≤ R, bc ≤ R, and each of the edgesab andac is neither
anUI nor anIG edge. Therefore, if△abc is selected as a candidateECLDel△ by all nodes
a, b andc, then it satisfies the following:
1. n, p andq are not inside⊙abc, ∀n ∈ N(a), ∀p ∈ N(b), ∀q ∈ N(c);
2. ab ≤ R, ac ≤ R andbc ≤ R;
3. Each of the edgesab, bc andac is neither anUI nor anIG edge.
Based on Definition4, △abc is an ECLDel△. Nodea keeps each edge of all such
ECLDel△s incident on it in graphG from step 6. Nodea also keeps all theGabriel edges
incident on it in graphG as in step 3. Based on Definition5, graphG is anECLDelgraph.
Hence, the theorem.✷.
2.5.3 Communication Complexity of Algorithm AlgEcldel
Let n denote the number of nodes in the network. Then each node’s identity needslog n
bits to be expressed. Therefore, for each node, the communication cost for broadcasting
messages isO(logn) bits. As a result, the total communication cost in the network is
O(n logn) bits.
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2.5.4 A Comparison of the Algorithms to Construct an ECLDel and a
PLDel
For simplicity, the algorithm to construct aPLDel is denoted byAlgPldel. A common fea-
ture of AlgEcldelandAlgPldel is that both can be run by each node independently with
1-hop neighborhood information. In addition, they have the same asymptotic communica-
tion complexities,O(n logn).
However, the upper bounds of the communication complexities of both algorithms are
within different constant factors. LetfECLDel(n) andfPLDel(n) denote the communication
complexities ofAlgEcldelandAlgPldel, respectively. ThenfECLDel(n) ≤ e ∗ n logn and
fPLDel(n) ≤ p ∗ n logn, wheree andp are two positive constant factors. The difference
is thate is much smaller thanp. This is for two reasons. First, theIntersecting Gabriel
(IG) edgesand theUnaware Intersection (UI) edges, which are constrained in theECLDel
graph, help significantly reduce the number of candidate triangles, and as a result, reduce
the size of messages broadcast by each node. Second, the numbr of messages broadcast
by each node is significantly reduced from five rounds (each round may contain several
messages) to two messages.
A decrease in both the number and the size of messages broadcast by each node re-
duces the communication cost, and saves the network bandwidth an node power, which
is desirable for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. Our simulation results show that the
average number of messages and the average size of messages broadcast by each node is,
respectively, 65% and 42% less in the construction ofECLDel than that inPLDel, which
supports the above analysis.
2.6 Simulation Study and Analysis
2.6.1 Simulation Settings
In our simulations, the network is a square area of1000 × 1000m2. Nodes are distributed
randomly in the area and have a transmission range 200 meters. Nodes construct aunit-disk
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graph, where there is an edge between two nodes if they are within each other’s transmis-
sion range. The number of nodes in the network is varied from 20 to 240. By changing
the number of nodes in the network, we change the network density or the average node
degree (the number of neighbors of a node). We do not simulatethe network with less than
20 nodes, in which case the node degree is less than 2.5, because the network would be
highly likely to be partitioned.
In the simulation study, we generate seventeen network topologies randomly, which
contain20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220 and 240 nodes.
For each topology, we ran simulations20 times with different seeds. Each value in the
following graphs is the average of the20 runs.
2.6.2 Performance of GFG Geographic Routing on Different Under-
lying Graphs
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Greedy-FaceGre dy (GFG) geographic
routing on four underlying graphs, which areRNG, GG, PLDel, andECLDel. ECLDeland
PLDel are planart-spanners ofUDG, which are denser thanRNGandGG. Therefore, the
geographic routing onECLDel andPLDel should perform better with shorter routes than
that onRNGandGG. Our simulation results, discussed below, confirm this.
We use GPSR [30] as the GFG geographic routing protocol, in which each source
node takes greedy routing first, face routing when the greedyrouting fails, and then greedy
routing again (if possible) to its destination. Greedy routing is applied on the original
UDG. We randomly select 10% nodes as source nodes and for each we randomly select
10% nodes as destination nodes. We depict thesuccess rateof greedy routing onUDG in
Figure2.10.
Figure2.10illustrates that when the number of nodes in the network is 140, thesuccess
rate of greedy routing onUDG is 99.64%, which is close to 100%. However, when the
number of nodes is less than 140, thesuccess rateof greedy routing onUDG is less than
100%. This implies that greedy routing may fail and face routing is required.
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Figure 2.10:Success rateof greedy routing onUDG
Figure2.11shows an example of network graphs ofUDG, Del, RNG, GG, PLDel, and
ECLDel, where 80 nodes are distributed randomly in the network.Del graph is not suitable
for mobile ad hoc networks, because it needs global information and may have edges with
length more than the transmission range of mobile nodes.RNG, GG, PLDel, andECLDel
are planar graphs, among whichPLDel andECLDelaret-spanners ofUDG.
We evaluate the performance of GPSR, the greedy routing of which is applied on the
original UDG and the face routing of which is applied on four planar underlying graphs,
RNG, GG, PLDel, andECLDel, respectively. We randomly select 10% nodes as source
nodes and for each of them we randomly select 10% nodes as destination nodes. We show
the average path length (hop count) for GPSR on the four graphs in Figure2.12.
Figure2.12 implies that GPSR with face routing applied onECLDel andPLDel out-
performs that applied onGGandRNGin path length (hop count). This is becauseECLDel
andPLDel are planart-spanners ofUDG, which are denser thanRNGandGG. Note that
neitherGGnorRNGis at-spanner ofUDG.
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UDG GG PLDel
Del RNG ECLDel
Figure 2.11: Examples of network topologies
2.6.3 Evaluation of the Cost of Construction of an ECLDel anda PLDel
In this section, we evaluate the communication cost for the construction ofPLDel and
ECLDelusing the following three metrics: the average number of messages broadcast by
each node, the total number of messages broadcast in the network, and the average size of
messages broadcast by each node.
The average number of messages broadcast by each node
Figure2.13shows the average number of messages broadcast by each node,which is 65%
less in construction ofECLDel than that ofPLDel. This is due to the fact that each node
puts all the candidate triangles in one broadcast message inour algorithm, instead of in
different broadcast messages as in the algorithm to construct PLDel.
Total number of messages broadcast in the network
Figure2.14shows the total number of messages broadcast in the network,hich is 69%
less in the construction ofECLDel than that ofPLDel.
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Figure 2.12: Hop counts of GPSR on different underlying graphs
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Figure 2.13: Average number of messages broadcast by each node
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Figure 2.15: Average number of neighbor nodes in messages broadcast by each node
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The average size of messages broadcast by each node
We depict the average size of messages in terms of the number of nodes in the messages
broadcast by each node in Figure2.15. The average number of neighbor nodes for each
node to broadcast in a message is 42% less in the constructionof ECLDel than that in that
of PLDel. This is due to the fact that by constraining theIntersecting Gabriel (IG) edges
and theUnaware Intersection (UI) edgesin the construction ofECLDel, each node gets far
fewer candidate triangles, which results in a much smaller siz of messages, to broadcast.
In the construction ofECLDel, besides the candidate triangles, each node also needs
to broadcast theUI edges discovered by it. However, Figure2.16shows that the average
number ofUI edges broadcast by each node is very low, 0.12 on average.
Communication cost of construction ofPLDel and ECLDel
We depict the communication cost in terms of the number of neighbor nodes in the mes-
sages broadcast in the network, with respect to the number ofnodes in Figure2.17. It
shows that the communication cost in construction ofECLDel is 83% less than that of
PLDel. This confirms that the algorithm to constructECLDel is more desirable for mobile
ad hoc and sensor networks.
2.7 Related Work
Gabriel graph (GG)[18] andrelative neighborhood graph (RNG)[62] are commonly used
as the underlying graphs for face routing. For instance,GG is used by Bose et al. [10] and
RNG is used by Karp et al. [30]. However, bothGG andRNGare relatively sparse, and
neither is at-spanner ofUDG, which results in long routes in face routing on them.
Boone et al. [9] try to construct a planar spanning subgraph ofUDG denser thanGG
by doing some extra tests, which may decrease the path lengthin face routing. However,
their improvements are minor in dense networks, and the graph they constructed is not a
t-spanner.
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Figure 2.17: Communication cost in construction ofECLDelandPLDel
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Hu [24] constructs a planar graph as the network topology that has abounded node
degree. To decide whether an edgeab belongs to the graph, a check is required to determine
whether a circle passes througha andb without any other node in its interior. This means
Hu’s method does not converge in the worst case. Furthermore, the network topology graph
may not be at-spanner.
Both the Yao graph [68] andθ-graph [25] have been proved to bet-spanners, but they
may not be planar graphs.
Several methods [40,41,67] to construct wireless network topologies that aret-spanners
have been proposed. However, none of them is guaranteed to bea planar graph.
Delaunay triangulation[50] is a planart-spanner of the completed Euclidean graph,
which is almost as good as the complete graph [14]. However, it is hard to construct because
it needs global information and is not suitable for mobile adhoc or sensor networks as some
edges in it may have a greater length than the transmission range of mobile nodes.
Gao et al. [19] propose arestricted Delaunay graph, RDG, as the underlying graph for
geographic routing protocols, which is a planart-spanner of the originalUDG. In their
method, the network is divided into clusters, each of which has a clusterhead. Clusters are
connected by gateway nodes (gateways). Their graph contains all edges between each node
and its clusterhead, and a planar graph among clusterheads and gateways. The communi-
cation cost of this method may beΘ(n2), and the computation cost may beΘ(n3) in the
worst case, wheren is the number of nodes in the network.
Li et al. [42] propose aplanarized localized Delaunay graph, PLDel, as the underlying
graph for geographic routing, which is a planart-spanner ofUDG and can be constructed
by each node distributively. The communication cost in constructingPLDel is O(n lgn)
and the computation cost in constructingPLDel is O(d lg d), whered is the average node
degree in the network, which is near optimal. However, the construction ofPLDel is not
efficient enough because each node needs to broadcast several mess ges, which makes their
algorithm converge slowly.
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Another algorithm [5] tries to decrease the number of broadcast messages needed in th
construction ofPLDel. However, inconsistentDelaunay trianglesmay exist among nodes.
Wang et al. [65] propose a bounded degree planart-spanner ofUDG, which plugs in
the work of Li et al. [42], and whose construction needs2-hop neighborhood information
of nodes.
2.8 Chapter Summary
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, most geographic routing protocols, e.g., Greedy-
Face-Greedy routing protocols, need nodes to construct planar graphs as the underlying
graph for face routing. Li et al. [42] proposed a planart-spanner ofUDG, calledplanarized
localized Delaunay graph, PLDel, for geographic routing. However, their algorithm to con-
struct thePLDel is highly complex and converges slowly, as each node needs tobroadcast
too many messages, which results in high communication cost.
In this chapter, we proposed anEdge Constrained Localized Delaunay graph, ECLDel,
as the underlying graph for geographic routing in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. We
proved that theECLDel is a planart-spanner of the originalunit-diskgraph. We devel-
oped an algorithmAlgEcldel to construct theECLDel, which can be run by each node
distributively with 1-hop neighborhood information. Compared to the algorithm to con-
struct thePLDel, our algorithm to construct theECLDel is much simpler and converges
faster. This is due to the fact that we significantly decreasethe number of messages and the
size of messages broadcast by each node in the construction,which results in a much lower
communication cost and is more desirable for mobile ad hoc and se sor networks.
Our simulation results confirm this, and the average number of messages and the av-
erage size of messages broadcast by each node are, respectively, 65% and 42% less under
our algorithm than in the algorithm to construct thePLDel.
Copyright c© Yan Sun 2012
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Chapter 3
A Pre-Processed Cross Link Detection
Protocol for Geographic Routing in
MANET under Realistic Environments
with Obstacles
3.1 Introduction
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, a variety of geographicrouting protocols have been
developed [10,21,26,30,34–36,43,59,64]. Among them,GFG geographic routing proto-
cols [30,35,36] have been actively researched in recent years. Most of themmake the ideal-
ized assumption that all mobile nodes in the network have thesame transmission range and
construct aunit-disk graph, UDG, in which there is an edge incident on two nodes, if and
only if theEuclideandistance between them is no more than the transmission range. Bas d
on this assumption, many planarization algorithms are usedto construct planar graphs for
face routing [18,19,42,50,60,62,65].
However, in realistic environments, the assumption ofUDG may be violated in the
following three situations:
1. Obstacles may exist between two neighboring nodes, and hence an edge (communi-
cation link) may not exist between these even though theEuclideandistance between
them is less than the transmission range. We address this problem in this chapter.
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2. Nodes with different power may have different transmission ranges, making links
between such nodes unidirectional.
3. The location information obtained byGPSor other systems may be inaccurate and
are error prone. Seada et al. [56] observe that many state-of-the-art techniques usu-
ally cause 10% (of the transmission range) or more in location error, which leads to
incorrect calculation of theEuclideandistance between two nodes.
Violating theUDG assumption causes the idealized planarization algorithmsfor UDG
to not work correctly, causing breakdown of face routing. Usually, there are three situations
caused by the idealized planarization algorithms:
1. Crossing edges may exist in the subgraph after planarization.
2. The subgraph may not be connected due to removal of edges that hould not be
removed.
3. The two nodes that an edge is incident on do not agree on the exist nce of the edge.
Kim et al. [32] implement the geographic routing protocol,GPSR, in realistic environ-
ments with obstacles. In one of their testbeds, they show that over 30% of node pairs can
not find a path to each other byGPSR, as the face routing ofGPSRis applied on therela-
tive neighborhood graph[62], RNG, which is extracted from the idealized network graph
UDG.
Authors of other research studies [28,29,56] propose a mutual witness technique, where
two nodes at the two ends of a link discuss and make an agreement with each other on
whether to keep the link or not. However, this still does not preclude the three situations
described above.
3.1.1 Research Motivations
Kim et al. [32] propose aCross Link Detection Protocol (CLDP), which to our knowledge
is the only one that can makeGFGgeographic routing protocols, likeGPSR, work correctly
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under realistic conditions with obstacles. They produce a spanning subgraph of the original
realistic network graph, on which face routing can work correctly.
In CLDP, a node needs to probe each link attached to it in the originalrealistic network
graph to detect cross-links1. If a node detects cross-links, it may need further probing of a
link to decide if the link should be kept or removed.
The probing of a link requires traversal of the network graphusing theRight-Hand
Rule (RHR), which in some cases may lead to a long face with a large numberof edges to
traverse. This results in a high communication cost becauseeach traversal of an edge needs
a message broadcast. In addition, for some of its links, a node may need several rounds of
probing (several rounds of traversal of faces) to make a decision, which makes their method
converge slowly.
This challenge drove our development of a cross link detection protocol, which makes
the GFG geographic routing work efficiently and correctly under realistic environments
with obstacles.
3.1.2 Main Contributions
In this chapter, we propose aPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP). It
generates an almost planar spanning subgraph2 of t e original network graph, on which the
GFG geographic routing can work correctly in realistic environments with obstacles.
The proposedPPCLDPimprovesCLDP by adding a2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing
(CLPP) algorithm. In theCLPP algorithm, a node can detect2-hop cross linksof any
links attached to it and can decide whether to keep or remove the links by exchanging a
few messages with its neighbors. In this way, a node does not need to probe these links
using theRight-Hand Rule (RHR), which may cause long faces traversed, and does not
need several rounds of probing for them. This, decreases theto al number of messages
1 Two links intersecting are called cross-links.
2 Some cross-links may exist in the subgraph, because their removal may cause partition of the network
under realistic environments.
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broadcast by nodes significantly, which makesPPCLDPconverge faster thanCLDP with
much less communication cost.
Section3.2below presents preliminaries, while Section3.3describes the proposedPP-
CLDP. Section3.4 presents the results of a simulation study and analysis. Section 3.5
describes the related work. Section3.6concludes this chapter.
3.2 Preliminaries
Before presenting ourPPCLDPwork, we introduce the previousCLDPwork as a prelimi-
nary.
Cross Link Detection Protocol (CLDP)
Kim et al. proposed aCross Link Detection Protocol (CLDP)[32], which generates
an almost planar subgraph of the original network graph under realistic environments with
obstacles, on whichGFG routing works correctly.
In CLDP, each link in the original graph is initially marked asroutable3 and is probed
to see whether to keep or remove it. WhenCLDPdecides to remove a link, it will be marked
asnon-routable. The set ofroutablelinks form aroutablesubgraph. All probe messages
in CLDP traverse the current snapshot of theroutablesubgraph. The probing stops when
further probing of links would not cause any link to be removed. When the probing stops,
all theroutablelinks form the final subgraph for face routing.CLDP involves the following
steps:
1. Step 1. Detect cross-links:
A node probes each link attached to it in the original networkgraph to see if it inter-
sects with other links. This is achieved in the following way:
A node, saya, puts the location information of both ends of a probed link in a probe
message, which will traverse the currentroutablenetwork graph by theRight-Hand
3 For a link, sayab, if it can be used as part of a path in the routing, then it is called routable.
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Rule (RHR). If there is a link intersecting with the probed link, one endnode of the
cross link may know the intersection and add the location of the end nodes of the
cross link in the probe message. When the probe message returns to nodea, a will
know if a cross link of the probed link exists.
2. Step 2. Decide whether to keep or remove the cross-links:
If nodea finds that there is a cross link, saycd, of the probed link, sayab, nodea
will check whetherab or cd can be removed.
If a link is traversed by a probe message twice (once in each direction), thenCLDP
treats this link as non-removable. Otherwise, the link is considered to be removable.
Based on this rule, nodea knows whether linkab or cd is removable or not by check-
ing whether they are traversed by the probe message twice or not. The following four
cases arise:
Case 1 : Both ab andcd can be removed (i.e., the probe message traverses neither
link twice).
Case 2 : ab can be removed, butcd can not be removed.
Case 3 : ab can not be removed, butcd can be removed.
Case 4 : Neitherab nor cd can be removed.
For Case 1 and Case 2, nodea will begin a second-phase probing and send a commit
message to decide whether to remove the probed linkab or not. Note thata can not
remove linkab directly, and the second phase probing is to avoid network patition.
The commit message will traverse the currentroutablegraph byRHR. If the commit
message succeeds (i.e., the commit message returns toa), a will remove link ab by
marking it asnon-routableand notify nodeb about the removal ofab. In addition, the
two adjacent links, which are obtained by applying both theRight-Hand Rule (RHR)
andLeft-Hand Rule (LHR)to link ab, will be re-probed.
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For Case 3, nodea will begin a second-phase probing and send a commit message to
confirm whether linkcd can be removed. If the commit message succeeds (i.e., the
commit message returns toa), a will notify both nodesc andd to remove linkcd (to
markcd asnon-routable). In addition,a will re-probe linkab, because the removal
of cd may causea to find new cross links ofab.
For Case 4,a will do nothing.
It is easy to see that inCLDP, each node needs to probe each of its links for one
or more rounds to detect whether it intersects with other links and to decide whether it
needs to be removed. The probing of a link traverses the network graph using theRight-
Hand Rule (RHR), which in some cases may lead to a long face with a large numberof
edges to traverse. In addition, for some of its links, a node may need several rounds of
probing (several rounds of traversal of faces) to make a decision. This results in a high
communication cost and is time consuming. Next, we present afar more efficient cross
link detection protocol.
3.3 Pre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP)
The proposedPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol, PPCLDP, generates an almost
planar subgraph of the original network graph, which makes face routing work correctly
and as a result, means thatGFGgeographic routing never fails under realistic environments
with obstacles.
The proposedPPCLDPcontains a2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algorithm
and aRestricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP). Before presenting the details of
these two, we introduce assumptions.
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3.3.1 Assumptions
In this chapter, we are concerned with the mobile ad hoc and sesor networks under realistic
environments with obstacles. Therefore, we make the following assumptions:
1. The original network graph is connected.
2. Each node knows its own position byGPSor other positioning services [12,23]. We
do not consider the position error as inCLDP [31,32].
3. By broadcasting its own location, each node knows all its neighbors’ locations, with
which it constructs alink setthat contains all links between itself and its neighbors.
4. By broadcasting thelink setof itself, each node knows thelink setsof all its neigh-
bors.
5. There is no unidirectional link in the network.
3.3.2 2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP) Algorithm
In this section, we present the2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algorithm, in
which a node can detect any2-hop cross linksof a link attached to it and can decide whether
to keep or remove the link by exchanging a few messages with its neighbors. The graph
generated by theCLPPalgorithm is called theCLPPgraph. We prove that it is a connected
graph. Next, we introduce a few definitions.
Definition 6 For node a, the set that contains links in the link sets of all its neighbors is
called the 2-hop link set of a.
Definition 7 For link ab that is attached to a, the link that is crossing ab and is in the 2-hop
link set of a, is called a 2-hop cross link of ab detected by a.
Corollary 4 If node a detects a 2-hop cross link of ab, say link cd, then either c or d or
both c and d are neighbors of a.
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Definition 8 If link ab is crossing with cd, then the link pair of ab and cd iscalled a cross
link pair.
Definition 9 If link cd is a 2-hop cross link of ab detected by either a or b, then the link
pair of ab and cd is called a 2-hop cross link pair.
Definition 10 The status of a link, which includes existing/non-existing, and routable/non-
routable, is called the link status.
Our simulation results show that the ratio of the average number of 2-hop cross link
pairs to that ofcross link pairsis 82% in aroughenvironment, where the number of obsta-
cles is the same as the number of nodes. This motivated us to develop theCLPPalgorithm
that pre-processes the2-hop cross link pairs.
The CLPP Algorithm
Each link in the original network graph is marked asroutableinitially. At the network start-
up, each node implements theCLPPalgorithm distributively, which makes a node decide
whether to keep or remove a link attached to it that has2-hop cross link(s)detected by it.
For nodea, the details of the algorithmCLPPare as follows:
1. For link ab that is attached to it, nodea checks if there is one or more2-hop cross
linksof ab detected by it based on the2-hop link setof itself.
2. If a does not detect any2-hop cross linksof ab, nodea will keepab asroutable.
3. Otherwise, letcd denote a2-hop cross linkof ab detected bya. Nodea checks
whetherab can be removed because ofcd as follows:
i. Based on Corollary4 and the assumption that each node knows thelink setsof
all its neighbors, nodea knows the connectivity of nodesa, b, c andd. With
this, nodea checks whether there are one or more loops, which are formed by
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nodes amonga, b, c andd, and contain linkab. Such a loop(s) is denoted by
L(ab, cd).
ii. If L(ab, cd) does not exist, thenab can not be removed because ofcd.
iii. If only one loopL(ab, cd) exists, nodea will check if ab can be removed due to
the loopL(ab, cd).
Figure3.1 (a), (b), (c) and (d) shows all the four cases of the loopL(ab, cd),
which equal to the loopabc, abd, abcd andabdc, respectively.
a
d
c
b a
d
c
b
(a) Loopabc (b) Loopabd
a
d
c
b a
d
c
b
(c) Loopabcd (d) Loopabdc
Figure 3.1: Four cases of the loopL(ab, cd)
For each of the four cases shown in Figure3.1, nodea runs an algorithmIfRe-
move(ab, cd, L(ab, cd)), the details of which will be discussed later.
If the return value of theIfRemovealgorithm isTrue, ab can be removed due to
the loopL(ab, cd). Otherwise,ab can not be removed because ofcd.
iv. If L(ab, cd) contains more than one loop, nodea will further check ifab can be
removed due to any of these loops.
Figure3.2 shows all five cases of the loopsL(ab, cd). Figure3.2 (a), (b), (c)
and (d) show the cases that two loops ofL(ab, cd) exist, one of which is loop
abc orabd, and the other loopabcd orabdc. Figure3.2(e) shows a case in which
four loops inL(ab, cd) exist, loopsabc, abd, abcd andabdc.
For each of the five cases shown in Figure3.2, nodea runs the algorithmIfRe-
movefor each loop. For example,a runs the algorithmsIfRemove(ab, cd, abc)
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(e) Loopsabc, abd, abcd andabdc
Figure 3.2: Cases of more than one loop ofL(ab, cd) existing
andIfRemove(ab, cd, abcd)for the case shown in Figure3.2(a).
If the return value of any of theIfRemovealgorithms isTrue, ab can be removed
due to the loop. In this case,ab can be removed because ofcd. Otherwise,ab
can not be removed because ofcd.
4. If ab can be removed because ofcd or any other2-hop cross linksof it detected by
a, nodea will removeab by marking it asnon-routableand will notify nodeb about
the removal ofab. Otherwise,a will keepab asroutable.
Next, we introduce the algorithmIfRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)), based on the re-
turn value of which nodeu1 knows if linku1u2 can be removed due to the loopL(u1u2, v1v2).
The IfRemovealgorithm takes three parameters as its inputs, whereu1u2 is the link
that is under consideration for removal,v1v2 is a2-hop cross linkof u1u2 detected byu1,
andL(u1u2, v1v2) is a loop that is formed by nodes thatu1u2 andv1v2 are attached to and
contains linku1u2. The details of theIfRemovealgorithm are given in Algorithm3.
If nodeu1 receivesAgreeRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) messages from all nodes
that it sent theTryRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) message to, it means there is no other
link in the loopL(ab, cd) that is being removed withu1u2 concurrently. This prevents the
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1. Nodeu1 sends aTryRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) message to all other nodes
in the loopL(u1u2, v1v2).
2. When receiving aTryRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) message from nodeu1,
noder (i.e.,u2, v1 or v2) checks whether any link other thanu1u2, say link
ru(u = u1, u2, v1 or v2), which is contained in the loopL(u1u2, v1v2) and is
attached to it, is trying to be removed due to another loop that contains linku1u2.
This is realized by checking if it sent aTryRemove(ru, xy, L(ru, xy)) message with
a higher priority, whereru 6= u1u2, x andy are any nodes, andL(ru, xy) contains
link u1u2.
3. If r did not send any suchTryRemovemessage(s), it sends an
AgreeRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) message tou1.
4. If nodeu1 receives theAgreeRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) messages from all
nodes that it sent theTryRemove(u1u2, v1v2, L(u1u2, v1v2)) message to, the
algorithm will returnTrue, or otherwise with a valueFalse.
Algorithm 3 : The algorithm IfRemove
removal ofu1u2 from partitioning the network due to the loopL(ab, cd). In this case, the
algorithm will return with the valueTrue.
Otherwise, this means another link(s) in the loopL(ab, cd) is being removed withu1u2
concurrently. This may cause the partition of the network due to the removal ofu1u2. In
this case, the algorithm will return with the valueFalse.
The CLPP graph
The proposedCLPPalgorithm makes a node keep or remove a link attached to it that has
2-hop cross link(s)detected by it. Theroutable links generated by theCLPP algorithm
form a routablesubgraph of the original network graph, which is called theCLPPgraph,
and is denoted byGCLPP .
Because some links may be removed in theCLPPalgorithm, graphGCLPP is sparser
than the original network graph. However, a node can not detect and remove all kinds of
cross-links, so theCLPPgraphGCLPP is not the final graph for face routing in the proposed
PPCLDP.
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3.3.3 Restricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP)
The proposedRestricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP)uses theCLPP graph,
GCLPP , generated by theCLPP algorithm, as the input graph, and applies the previous
work of CLDP [32] on graphGCLPP . Therefore, we call it theRestricted CLDP (RCLDP).
In graphGCLPP , many links that have2-hop cross link(s)have been removed from the
original network graph, so they do not need to be probed usingtheRight-Hand Rulein the
RCLDP, which have to be probed in theCLDP applied on the original network graph [32].
The probe of a link may cause a long face with a large number of edges being traversed,
and sometimes several rounds of probing may be needed for a node to make a decision as
to whether to keep or remove a link inCLDP. Therefore, the communication cost of the
RCLDPis decreased significantly compared to that of theCLDP.
3.3.4 Pre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol (PPCLDP)
The proposedPPCLDPcontains the2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algorithm
and theRestricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP).
The CLPP algorithm generates a connected subgraph,GCLPP , from the original net-
work graph, in which a node exchanges a few messages with its1-hop neighbors. The
RCLDPis aRestricted CLDP, which applies theCLDP on graphGCLPP , and reduces the
number of messages broadcast by nodes significantly compared to theCLDP that is applied
on the original network graph [32].
The graph generated byPPCLDP is called thePPCLDP graph and is denoted by
GPPCLDP , which is an almost planar subgraph of the original network graph. Next, by
proving thatGCLPP is a connected graph, we prove that theGFGgeographic routing never
fails onGPPCLDP under realistic environments with obstacles.
Theorem 6 GFGgeographic routing never fails on graphGPPCLDP .
Proof: For a link, sayab, which is attached to nodea, if it is removed bya in theCLPP
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algorithm, the following three cases must be satisfied.
i) There is a2-hop cross linkof ab detected bya, saycd.
ii) There must be a loop formed by nodesa, b, c andd that contains linkab, denoted by
L(ab, cd).
iii) The return value of the algorithmIfRemove(ab, cd, L(ab, cd)) is True. This means
that there is no other link in loopL(ab, cd) that is being removed withab concurrently,
based on the algorithmIfRemove, shown in Algorithm3.
In this case, the removal ofab will not partition the network due to the loopL(ab, cd).
For the same reason, the removal of any link in theCLPPalgorithm will not partition
the network. Because the original network is connected,GCLPP is a connected graph.
BecauseCLDP working on a connected graph generates a connectedCLDP-stable
graph [31], CLDP working on graphGCLPP generates a connectedCLDP-stable graph,
which isGPPCLDP . Because geographic routing never fails on a connectedCLDP-stable
graph [31], the theorem follows.✷
3.4 Simulation Study and Analysis
The proposedPPCLDPimproves the previous work ofCLDPwith a lower communication
cost and faster convergence time. In this section, we confirmthe superior performance of
PPCLDPthrough a simulation study.
3.4.1 Simulation Settings
In our simulations, the network is a square area of1000 × 1000m2. Nodes are initially
distributed randomly in the area and have a transmission range of 200 meters. The number
of nodes in the network is denoted byn. By varying the numbern, we change the network
density.
We developed our own simulator from scratch to simulate a realistic environment with
obstacles. An obstacle between two nodes causes the link between them to break, even
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though theEuclideandistance between them is less than the transmission range. Ithe
simulations, we use the algorithmGen(n, m)(shown in Algorithm4) to generate a realistic
network graph withn nodes andm obstacles.
1. Randomly distributen nodes in the network area.
2. Based on nodes’ location information, construct aunit-disk graph, UDG,where
there is an edge between two nodes if and only if theEuclideandistance between
them is no more than the transmission range.
3. Randomly removem edges (links) from theUDG. The link between two nodes
which is randomly removed is called abroken link. Note that thebroken linksdo not
mean the network is partitioned.
Algorithm 4 : Algorithm Gen(n, m)to generate a realistic network graph
The algorithmGen(n, m)generates a network graph, which is regarded as the origi-
nal realistic network graph withn nodes andm obstacles, and denoted byGorig. In the
simulation study, we simulate two environments, theless roughenvironment andrough
environment, respectively. In thel ss roughenvironment, we set the number of obstacles
m asn/2, or half of the number of nodes in the network. In theroughenvironment, we set
the number of obstaclesm asn, or the same as the number of nodes in the network.
For each environment, we randomly generate seven network topologies by applying
the algorithmGen(n, m), each of which containsn nodes andm obstacles, wheren is
40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 150 and200, respectively. For each topology, we ran simulations 30
times with different seeds. Each value shown in the following figures is the average value
of those 30 runs.
3.4.2 Example Network Graphs
To give an overview of the network graphs generated byPPCLDPandCLDP, we show
four network graphs in aroughenvironment in Figure3.3, in which 40 nodes are randomly
distributed in the network with 40 obstacles.
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Figure 3.3.a, Figure3.3.b, Figure3.3.c and Figure3.3.d, show the original realistic
network graph,Gorig, the graph generated byCLDP, GCLDP , the CLPP graph,GCLPP ,
and thePPCLDPgraph,GPPCLDP , respectively.
a. Gorig b. GCLDP
c. GCLPP d. GPPCLDP
Figure 3.3: An example of network graphs
In Figure 3.3, there is not much difference between graphsGCLDP andGPPCLDP .
However, graphGCLPP , which is the input graph of theRCLDPof PPCLDP, is sparser
than graphGorig, which is the input graph ofCLDP [32]. This is because some cross-links
are removed fromGorig in theCLPP algorithm ofPPCLDP. Therefore, less probing and
traversal of edges are needed in theRCLDPof PPCLDPthan that in theCLDP protocol.
In addition, very few messages are exchanged in theCLPP algorithm ofPPCLDP. As a
result, the communication cost and convergence time ofPPCLDPare lower than those of
CLDP, which is corroborated by the simulation results.
3.4.3 Average Number of Cross Link Pairs and 2-Hop Cross Link
Pairs
Figure3.4 and Figure3.5 show the average number ofcross link pairsand2-hop cross
link pairs with respect to the number of nodes, inless roughand rough environments,
respectively. Recall that inless roughandroughenvironments, the number of obstacles is
half and equal to the number of nodes, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Number ofcross link pairsand2-hop cross link pairsin a roughenvironment
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We observe that the ratio of the average number of2-hop cross link pairsto that of
cross link pairsis 69% and 82% inless roughandroughenvironments, respectively. The
proposedCLPPalgorithm pre-processes the2-hop cross link pairsin advance, which gives
thePPCLDPa better performance thanCLDP. This will be confirmed by the subsequent
simulation results.
3.4.4 Average Number of Edges Removed byPPCLDP and CLDP
The example graphs in Figure3.3.b and Figure3.3.d show that there is not much difference
between graphsGCLDP andGPPCLDP . In this section, we show simulation results to
confirm this.
Figure3.6and Figure3.7plot the number of edges removed from the original network
graph with respect to the number of nodes, inless roughandroughenvironments, respec-
tively.
We observe that the number of edges removed inPPCLDP is almost the same as that
in CLDP in both environments. Therefore, the number of edges kept ingraphsGPPCLDP
andGCLDP are almost the same in both environments.
3.4.5 Routing Performance
As with CLDP, the proposedPPCLDP can be used to generate planar graphs for face
routing in any existingGFG geographic routing protocols.
In our simulations, we useGPSR[30] as the underlyingGFG routing protocol, and ap-
ply it on PPCLDPandCLDP, which are represented byGPSR/PPCLDPandGPSR/CLDP,
respectively. This means we usePPCLDPandCLDPas the planarization protocols to gen-
erate planar graphs for the face routing phase ofGPSR.
We evaluate the routing performance ofGPSR/PPCLDPandGPSR/CLDPwith respect
to the metric of the hop count. We randomly select 30% of totalnodes as source nodes,
and for each source node, we randomly select a destination node. For each pair of source
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Figure 3.6: Number of edges removed byPPCLDPandCLDP in a less roughenvironment
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Figure 3.7: Number of edges removed byPPCLDPandCLDP in a roughenvironment
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and destination nodes, we determined how many hops are needed for a packet to be routed
from the source to the destination.
Figure3.8 and Figure3.9 show the average hop count with respect to the number of
nodes, inless roughandroughenvironments, respectively. We observe thatGPSR/PPCLDP
andGPSR/CLDPperform almost the same in both environments, which is due tothe fact
that there is not much difference between the planar graphs generated byPPCLDP and
CLDP.
3.4.6 Evaluation of the Communication Costs of PPCLDP and CLDP
We use two metrics, the total number of messages broadcast byall nodes in the network,
and the average message size, to evaluate the communicationost of protocolsPPCLDP
andCLDP.
Total number of messages sent by all nodes in the network
Figure3.10and Figure3.11show the total number of messages broadcast by all nodes with
respect to the number of nodes, inless roughandroughenvironments, respectively.
We observe that the total number of messages sent in theCLPPalgorithm ofPPCLDP
is very low, 97% less than that inCLDP protocol in both environments. The total number
of messages broadcast by nodes in theRCLDPof PPCLDPis 68% and 61% less than that
in theCLDP in the less roughandroughenvironments, respectively.
Average message size
The average message size is measured by the sum of the size of all messages sent by nodes
in the network divided by the number of messages.
We plot the average message size in bytes with respect to the number of nodes, inless
roughandroughenvironments in Figure3.12and Figure3.13, respectively. The average
message size inCLPPalgorithm is 28 bytes, which is much smaller than that in theCLDP
protocol in both environments. TheRCLDPalso performs well in the average message size
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Figure 3.10: Total number of messages sent by all nodes in aless roughenvironment
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Figure 3.11: Total number of messages sent by all nodes in aroughenvironment
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than theCLDP protocol in both environments.
Communication Costs of PPCLDP and CLDP
We present the communication costs in bytes with respect to the number of nodes ofPP-
CLDPandCLDP in less roughandroughenvironments in Figure3.14and Figure3.15, re-
spectively. Because the proposedPPCLDPcontains theCLPPalgorithm and theRCLDP,
we computed the communication cost ofPPCLDPas the sum of both. The average com-
munication cost in bytes ofPPCLDPis 72% and 65% less than that ofCLDP in less rough
androughenvironments, respectively. This confirms that the proposed PPCLDPperforms
better thanCLDP with respect to communication cost.
3.4.7 Evaluation of the Average Convergence Time of PPCLDP and
CLDP
In this section, we use the convergence time of protocolsPPCLDPandCLDP as another
metric to compare performance.
We assume the one-hop message transmission latency isT : it takes an average time
T for a message to travel from a node to its neighbors. We define the convergence time
of protocolsPPCLDPandCLDP as the time interval, in terms ofT , from the time the
first node starts sending messages to the time that no more nodes eed to send messages to
probe edges in each protocol.
We depict the convergence time inT with respect to the number of nodes inless rough
androughenvironments in Figure3.16and Figure3.17, respectively. We observe that the
average convergence time ofPPCLDP is 29% and 45% less than that ofCLDP in less
roughandroughenvironments, respectively. Note that the convergence timof PPCLDP
is the sum of that of both theCLPPand theRCLDPalgorithms. This also confirms that the
proposedPPCLDPoutperformsCLDP in convergence time.
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3.5 Related Work
Kim et al. [33] describe ways in which the existing planarization algorithms may fail in
realistic environments. They also demonstrate the consequences of geographic routing in a
real wireless testbed.
Seada et al. [56] describe that many state-of-the-art techniques (likeGPS) usually cause
location errors (errors in location information). They also analyze the effect of location
errors on the accuracy and performance of geographic routing in sensor networks. They
introduce a local fix for face routing to deal with the location errors in the network. Their
scheme guarantees network connectivity, but may keep some cross-links that should be
removed in the planarization phase.
Yun et al. [66] propose a localization algorithm, which predicts the positi ns of sensor
nodes based on a hop progress analytical model for a given network opology in WSNs.
Barriere et al. [6] propose a variant of a face routing protocol for the ad hoc networks
with obstacles, which guarantees message delivery if the ratio of maximum and minimum
transmission range is at most
√
2.
Ansari et al. [3] propose a generalization of face routing, called FRONC, which guar-
antees delivery in a graph with disjoint crossing edges.
Chavez et al. [13] give an algorithm to construct a spanner of aunit-disk graphwith
nodes of irregular transmission ranges. They also show thatthe spanner is planar if the
distance between any two nodes is at least
√
1− r2, wherer is a parameter.
Kim et al. [32] propose aCross-Link Detection protocol, CLDP, which makes geo-
graphic routing work correctly on arbitrary connectivity graphs.
Ben et al. [37] propose a geographic routing protocol,GDSTR, which uses greedy rout-
ing first, tree routing when greedy fails, and greedy routingagain when it is possible to do
so. In the tree routing, packets are routed on hull trees instead of planar faces as in face
routing. Therefore, the planarization of graphs required when greedy routing fails in most
of the existingGFGgeographic routing protocols, is not needed inGDSTR. In some cases,
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the GDSTRmay use a much longer route than existingGFG routing protocols, however.
The reasons are (i) the destination may not be a descendant ofode even though it is in the
convex hull of the node inGDSTR, and (ii) hull trees inGDSTRmay not approximate voids
as well as planar faces in existingGFG routing protocols. In addition, inGDSTR, any pack-
ets with source and destination nodes in subtrees rooted at different children of the root of
a hull tree will be definitely routed through the root. This may c use a high communication
cost at the root, which is not desirable for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, most geographic routing protocols, e.g.,GFG rout-
ing protocols, make an ideal assumption that the network graph is aUDG, on which existing
planarization algorithms are applied for face routing. However, in realistic environments,
the assumption ofUDG may be violated, which may cause the currentGFG geographic
routing not to work correctly.
In this chapter, we proposed aPre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol, PPCLDP,
which extracts an almost planar graph,GPPCLDP , from a network graph under realistic
environment with obstacles. We proved thatGFG geographic routing never fails on graph
GPPCLDP .
The proposedPPCLDPcontains a2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algorithm
and aRestricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP). In theCLPPalgorithm, a node
detects any2-hop cross linksof a link attached to it and decides whether to keep or remove
the link by exchanging a few messages with its neighbors. TheCLPPalgorithm generates
a graph,GCLPP , which is the input graph of theRCLDPand is sparser than the input graph
of theCLDP. This results in much fewer probing messages needed in theRCLDPthan in
CLDP. The significantly reduced number of broadcast messages causesPPCLDPto have a
much lower communication cost and faster convergence time thanCLDP. Our simulation
results show that the average communication cost and convergence time ofPPCLDPare,
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respectively, 65% and 45% lower than those ofCLDP. This confirms that the proposed
PPCLDPis more suitable for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks thanCLDP.
Copyright c© Yan Sun 2012
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Chapter 4
A Hill-Area-Restricted (HAR)
Geographic Routing Protocol for
MANET
4.1 Introduction
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, a variety of geographicrouting schemes [10, 30,
34,61] have been developed recently, and most belong to the Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG)
routing category. Compared to topology-based routing schemes, GFG routing schemes
need each node to maintain the position information of neighbors, instead of a large routing
table, which is more desirable in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
In most existing GFG geographic routing protocols, likeGPSR[30], greedy routing is
applied first, which may fail at a concave node, a node closer to the destination than any
of its neighbors [30]. The reason for this is that in geographic routing protocols, nly a
neighbor’s position is known to each node, hence, a node can not make routing decisions
based on the whole network topology. Therefore, nodes may not select next hop neighbors
wisely in some networks with special topologies, e.g., networks with voids or obstacles.
This may cause packets to enter concave areas and reach concave nodes, and cause greedy
routing to fail. Face routing is applied to recover from greedy routing failures. which may
cause many extra hops in routing and decrease routing efficiency.
Figure4.1shows an example network topology, where there is a lake thatcontains no
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nodes in the network. Nodes are distributed on the ground area that contains a peninsula
in the shaded area. Suppose nodess andd are the source and the destination, respectively.
Greedy routing causes the packet froms to enter the peninsula and reach a concave node
c very deep in the peninsula, which fails to find a neighbor closer to the destination than
itself and causes greedy routing to fail. In this case, face routing is applied, which helps
the packet come out of the peninsula through nodee. The route of entering and retreating
the peninsula is shown as a red line in Figure4.1, which decreases the routing efficiency in
terms of hop count and delay.
d
c
s
e
Lake
Figure 4.1: Example of a route entering and retreating a peninsula
4.1.1 Research Motivations
Noa et al. [4] propose aNode Elevation Ad hoc Routing (NEAR)protocol to improve effi-
ciency. It consists of three algorithms, a node reposition algorithm, a void bypass algorithm
and a routing algorithm, and improves the overall efficiencyof greedy and perimeter rout-
ing of the original GFG routing. However, there are two problems withNEAR.
First, the Right-Hand Rule (RHR) is used on a non-planar graph in the void bypass
algorithm, which fails to find paths around voids in some cases. As a result, packet deliv-
ery is not guaranteed in the network, which is not desirable in mobile ad hoc and sensor
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networks. Second, the void bypass algorithm inNEARincurs a high communication cost
due to control messages.
This motivated our work in this chapter. We develop a geographic routing protocol,
which improves the overall greedy and face routing of GFG routing, guarantees the packet
delivery in the network, and lowers the communication cost.
4.1.2 Main Contributions
In this chapter, we propose a Hill-Area-Restricted (HAR) routing protocol, which contains
a Concave Area Identification (CAI) algorithm, a Removing Hill Area (RHA) algorithm,
and a Hill-Area-Restricted GPSR (HAR-GPSR) routing algorithm.
The CAI algorithm identifies concave nodes and concave areasin dvance. The RHA
algorithm removes concave areas, which prevents packets from entering the concave areas
that the destination nodes do not reside in. The communication cost of the CAI and RHA
algorithm in HAR is lowered simultaneously compared to thatof the first two algorithms
in NEAR.
The HAR-GPSR routing algorithm is based on the GPSR [30], and uses the results
of the first two algorithms as its inputs. Compared to the previous work of GPSR, the
proposed HAR is more efficient in terms of hop count. Comparedto the previous work of
the NEAR, the HAR-GPSR guarantees packet delivery in the network.
In the rest of this chapter, Section4.2presents preliminaries, Section4.3describes the
proposed HAR and Section4.4presents the simulation results on the HAR and the NEAR.
Section4.5describes the related work. Section4.6concludes the chapter.
4.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the previous work ofNEAR[4]. The NEARprotocol contains
three algorithms, the node reposition algorithm, the void bypass algorithm, and the routing
algorithm. Each algorithm runs distributively, and the results of the first two algorithms
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serve as input for the third one.
4.2.1 The Node Reposition Algorithm
At the network start-up, each node runs the node reposition algorithm distributively, which
identifies and marks concave nodes. In their algorithm, the concave nodes are those with
wide sense concavity. They define that a node has wide sense cocavity if some destination
can not be reached through any of its neighbors using only thegre dy process.
Suppose nodes have two dimensional real coordinates,(x, y). Each node is assigned a
virtual coordinate,(x, y, z), in whichx andy are set to the same value as those of its real
coordinate, andz as its height is set to0 initially.
If it has at least two neighbor nodes with0 height, a node checks if the angle between
any two adjacent neighbors with0 height exceeds a threshold angle,α, which is usually
larger thanπ. If so, it is identified as a wide sense concave node and sets thvirtual third
dimension coordinate,z, to 1. Its new virtual(x, y) position will be the average position of
the two neighbors. In this case, the node is elevated and is called a floating node. Otherwise,
if the angle between any two adjacent neighbors with0 height of it does not exceedα, the
node’s virtual coordinate will be kept unchanged.
If a node has less than two neighbors with height0, then its virtual(x, y) position will be
the average(x, y) position of all neighbors with minimal height, and its virtual coordinate,
z, will be one above that.
The result of the reposition algorithm is that each concave node is elevated by assigning
thez coordinate with a value greater than0. An elevated node is called a floating node.
4.2.2 The Void Bypass Algorithm
The void bypass algorithm is run after the node reposition algorithm, which aims to find
paths around voids a priori.
For a non-floating node, sayu, if the angle between any two adjacent neighbors with0
height of it, sayv andw, is greater than a threshold angle,β (π ≤ β < α), which is usually
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π, then it generates a void discovery message with a randomly selected identification and
sends it to one of the two neighbors,v or w. Supposeu sends the message to the counter-
clockwise neighbor, sayv. Nodev will forward the message to a neighbor node using the
right-hand rule (RHR) [8]. If the message comes back tou from nodew, thenu keepsw
andv as the clockwise and counterclockwise next hop neighbors ofthe void, respectively.
4.2.3 Routing Algorithm
The packet that needs to be routed in the network contains sixparameters: the virtual and
real coordinates of the destination; the current routing mode, which is greedy or perimeter;
the starting point of current perimeter routing; the current void bypass direction (clockwise
or counterclockwise); and the identification of the currentvoid bypassed.
The routing algorithm first checks for a special case, which is if the packet reaches the
very close vicinity of the destination, by checking if the virtual and physical coordinates
of the current node are close enough to those of the destination node. For example, if the
virtual coordinates are within the transmission range, andif the physical coordinates are
within the destination node’s height times the transmission range.
If so, the allowed maximum virtualZ coordinate,zmax, is set as the destination node’s
Z coordinate,zdest. Otherwise, if the current node’sZ coordinate,zcurr, is greater than 0,
thenzmax is assigned aszcurr − 1. In other cases,zmax is set as0.
The routing mode of a packet is initially set to greedy at the source node. When the
packet is in greedy mode, the next node with theZ coordinate less than or equal tozmax
will be selected by greedy routing. If the greedy fails, perimeter routing will be applied,
which uses the predefined void bypass routes. The packet willenter greedy routing mode
again when possible.
4.2.4 Problems Existing in NEAR
TheNEARprotocol improves both the greedy routing and the perimeterrouting. However,
it has two problems.
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The first is in the void bypass algorithm, where the void discovery message is forwarded
using the RHR on a non-planar graph. However, the RHR is knownt guarantee traversing
around the boundary of a closed polygon only in a planar graph[8]. Though the forwarding
using RHR on a non-planar graph may succeed99.5% of the times [28], it is not desirable
for geographic routing in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
The second problem is also in the void bypass algorithm, where nodes need to trans-
fer a large number of messages to discover the voids they reside in. This results in high
communication cost, which is not desirable in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
4.3 Hill-Area-Restricted (HAR) Geographic Routing Pro-
tocol
In this section, we propose a Hill-Area-Restricted (HAR) geo raphic routing protocol,
which contains three algorithms, the Concave Area Identifica on (CAI) algorithm, the
Removing Hill Area (RHA) algorithm and the Hill-Area-Restricted GPSR (HAR-GPSR)
routing algorithm. Before presenting the HAR, we first introduce the assumptions.
4.3.1 Assumptions
1. By GPSor other positioning services [12, 23], each node knows its own location
information.
2. Each node knows all its1-hop neighbors’ location information throughHello mes-
sages.
3. All nodes have the same transmission range.
4. Nodes in the network construct aunit-disk graph, UDG, where there is an edge be-
tween two nodes if and only if the Euclidean distance betweenth m is at most the
transmission range.
5. The network is connected.
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4.3.2 Concave Area Identification (CAI) Algorithm
The Concave Area Identification (CAI) algorithm identifies each concave area, which con-
sists of connected concave nodes, with a unique identification. Based on this and the posi-
tion of a destination node, nodes can make decisions regarding whether to enter a concave
area or not when routing a packet.
The Concave Area Identification (CAI) algorithm is run at thenetwork start-up by each
node distributively. It identifies a concave node and elevates it by assigning it an additional
dimension coordinate with a value greater than0. It also identifies a concave area and
assigns it a unique id.
Virtual coordinate
Suppose a node, sayu, in the network has a real two dimension coordinate, denotedby
(ux, uy). Based on this, nodeu generates a virtual coordinate, denoted by(ux, uy, uz),
whereux anduy are the same as those in its real coordinate, anduz is the virtual third
dimension coordinate, which is set to0 initially. Note thatuz is regarded as the height of
u. Each node in the network piggybacks its virtual coordinatein a Hello message, which is
broadcast periodically. This is how a node knows the virtualcoordinates of all its neighbors.
Concave nodes
Before introducing concave nodes, a few definitions are given below:
Definition 11 The neighbors1 with 0 height of nodeu are called the Ground Neighbors of
u.
Definition 12 The set that contains all the Ground Neighbors ofu is called the Ground
Neighborhood Set ofu, and is denoted byGN(u).
1 In the rest of this chapter, a node’s neighbors refers to the1- op neighbors of the node.
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Definition 13 The angle of a ground neighbor of u, say v, denoted by6 vu, which belongs
to [0, 2π], is defined asarctan(vy − uy)/(vx − ux) when6 vu ∈ [0, π/2], π + arctan(vy −
uy)/(vx − ux) when 6 vu ∈ (π/2, 3π/2], and 2π + arctan(vy − uy)/(vx − ux) when
6 vu ∈ (3π/2, 2π], where(ux, uy) and (vx, vy) are the real coordinates of nodesu and
v, respectively.
Definition 14 Based on an increasing order of the angles of all ground neighbors of node
u, all ground neighbors of u are inserted into an array in the order 2. The array is called
the Ordered Ground Neighborhood Array of nodeu, and is denoted byOrd(GN(u)).
Definition 15 Suppose there arem(m ≥ 0) nodes in Ord(GN(u)). The Maximum Angle
betweenu’s Ground Neighbors, denoted byMaxangle(GN(u)), is defined as2π when
m = 0 or 1, and is defined asmax(| 6 wu − 6 vu|, 2π− | 6 lu − 6 fu|), where v and w are any
two adjacent nodes in Ord(GN(u)) and f and l are the first and last nodes in Ord(GN(u)),
whenm ≥ 2.
Definition 16 For a nodeu, if it satisfies thatMaxangle(GN(u)) > α, whereα is a
threshold angle that is greater thanπ, thenu is called a Concave Node.
A Concave Nodein our proposed HAR routing protocol is defined based on theMax-
imum Angle between a node’s Ground Neighbors, which is slightly different from that in
the NEAR [4] protocol.
Concave area
Having defined concave nodes, the definition of a concave areais included as:
Definition 17 A concave area is defined as a subgraph of the original networkgraph,
which is denoted byCA(NCA, ECA), whereNCA is the node set that contains all concave
2For two ground neighbors of nodeu, sayv andw, if 6 vu = 6 wu, then they can be inserted into the array
in either order.
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nodes that are connected with each other directly or throughother concave nodes inNCA,
andECA is the edge set that contains all edges between nodes inNCA.
Observation 1 A concave area is a connected graph.
Observation 2 There is no edge between any two concave nodes that are in different con-
cave areas.
A concave area is assigned a unique id, which is called the identification of the concave
area and is denoted by CId.
CAI algorithm
A node, sayu, has a real coordinate(ux, uy) and a virtual coordinate(ux, uy, uz), whereuz
is set to0 initially. Nodeu keeps a variableCId, which denotes the identification of the
concave area that it may reside in and is set as−1 initially. Let N(u) denote the set that
contains all neighbors ofu. When receiving a Hello message from one of its neighbors,
nodeu runs theCAI algorithm as shown in Algorithm5.
if Maxangle(GN(u)) > α then
if {vz = 0 | ∀v ∈ N(u) ∪ {u}} then
CIdu = Idu;
else
CIdu = max{CIdv|∀v ∈ N(u) ∪ {u}};
end if
uz = min{vz | ∀v ∈ N(u)}+ 1;
else
if uz > 0 then
uz = 0;
CIdu = −1;
else
Return;
end if
end if
send aHello((ux, uy, uz), CIdu) message;
Algorithm 5 : The CAI algorithm
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Nodeu first checks if it is a concave node by checking ifMaxangle(GN(u)) > α,
whereα is a threshold angle that is greater thanπ. If so, it will update the identification of
the concave areaCIdu it resides in as follows:
1. If u and all its neighbors are at height0, it updates theCIdu field to its identification
Idu, which is treated as a potential identification of the concave rea that it resides
in. u is regarded as a potential initiator of the concave area3.
2. Otherwise, it updatesCIdu to the largest of theCIds of all its neighbors and itself.
Thus, only oneCId is kept by each concave node in a concave area.
In addition,u will be elevated by settinguz as one above the minimum height of all its
neighbors.
If nodeu finds thatMaxangle(GN(u)) ≤ α, which means it is not a Concave Node,
it further checks ifuz > 0.
If so, which means it was a concave node previously but is not now, it setsuz as0 and
CIdu as−1. Otherwise, it returns from the algorithm. This makes a nodethat is not a
Concave Node, sayu, stay on the ground by settinguz as0 andCIdu as−1. Note that the
ux anduy are never changed and are the same as those in its real coordinate.
Nodeu piggybacks its virtual coordinate(ux, uy, uz) andCIdu in a Hello message,
which is broadcast to all its neighbors. By all nodes broadcasting the Hello messages, each
node knows the virtual coordinates and the values of the variableCId of all its neighbors.
Results of the CAI algorithm
Suppose a nodeu sets its virtual coordinate as(ux, uy, 0) and the identification of the
concave area that it may reside in,CIdu, as−1 initially. The CAI algorithm makesu keep
or updateuz andCIdu as follows:
3 Sometimes, several nodes may initiate differentCIds for the same Concave Area.
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1. If u is a concave node, it updates its virtual coordinate to(ux, uy, uz), whereuz ≥ 1.
CIdu is also updated to a new value, sayIdi, whereIdi ≥ 0.
2. If u is not a concave node, it will keep its virtual coordinate andCIdu as(ux, uy, 0)
and−1, respectively.
Figure4.2 shows an example of the result of the CAI algorithm, where there are five
nodes in the network,q, p, w, v, andu, the real two dimension coordinates of which
areq(0, 0), p(0, 1), w(1, 0), v(1, 1) andu(1.5, 1.5), respectively. Based on this, they ini-
tially generate their virtual coordinates asq(0, 0, 0), p(0, 1, 0), w(1, 0, 0), v(1, 1, 0) and
u(1.5, 1.5, 0), respectively. The identification of the concave area that tey may reside in,
which are the values of variableCId, are all set to−1 initially.
Supposeu is a Concave Node, whose id is5, while the other four nodes are not. The
result of the CAI algorithm is thatu is virtually elevated to the position ofu′ as shown in
Figure4.2by updating its virtual coordinate to(1.5, 1.5, 1), andCIdu is updated to5. The
virtual coordinates and the value of variableCId of all the other four nodes do not change.
z
y
x
q(0,0) w(1,0)
u(1.5,1.5)
v(1,1)
p(0,1)
u’(1.5,1.5,1)
Figure 4.2: Example of the result of CAI
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Node types
After executing the CAI algorithm, each node is defined as a ground, foothill (i.e., bump or
gate), or onhill node as its node type, based on its virtualz coordinate, as follows:
Definition 18 Node u is called a ground node ifuz = 0.
Definition 19 Node u is called a foothill node ifuz = 1.
Definition 20 Node u is called an Onhill node ifuz ≥ 2.
Definition 21 The foothill nodes that have onhill nodes with height2 as its neighbors are
called gate nodes.
Definition 22 The foothill nodes that are not gate nodes are called bump nodes.
Observation 3 A concave nodeu with uz ≥ 1 may be a foothill (i.e., bump or gate) or an
onhill node.
Lemma 11 If the CAI algorithm makes a concave nodeu with heightuz, then at least one
of the neighbors ofu has heightuz − 1.
Proof: Based on the CAI algorithm shown in Algorithm5, uz is set as one above the
minimum height among all its neighbors. Therefore, there must be a neighborv of u that
satisfies thatvz + 1 = uz, which meansvz = uz − 1. The Lemma follows.✷
Lemma 12 Thez coordinatevz of a neighbor nodev of a concave nodeu must satisfy
uz − 1 ≤ vz ≤ uz + 1.
Proof: Suppose there is a neighbor nodew of nodeu, which satisfies thatwz > uz + 1
orwz < uz − 1.
If wz > uz + 1, thenwz > uz. Based on the CAI algorithm shown in Algorithm5,
nodew setswz as one above the minimum height of all its neighbors, which inlude node
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u. Let nodem be a neighbor ofw, which has the minimum height of allw’s neighbors.
Thenmz ≤ uz andwz = mz + 1, which makeswz ≤ uz + 1. This contradicts the fact that
wz > uz + 1.
If wz < uz − 1, thenwz < uz. Based on the CAI algorithm shown in Algorithm5,
nodeu setsuz as one above the minimum height of all its neighbors, which inlude node
w. Let nodem be a neighbor ofu, which has the minimum height of allu’s neighbors.
Thenmz ≤ wz anduz = mz + 1, which makeswz ≥ uz − 1. This contradicts the fact that
wz < uz − 1. Thus, the Lemma follows.✷
Corollary 5 A gate node must have at least one ground node and one onhill node with
height 2 as its neighbor.
Corollary 6 An onhill node with height 2 must have at least one gate node, and c n not
have ground or bump nodes as its neighbors.
Corollary 7 An onhill node with height greater than 2, can not have groundor foothill
(i.e., bump or gate) nodes as its neighbors.
Lemma 13 An onhill node must reach a ground or bump node through at least one gate
node.
Proof: Based on the assumption that the original network is connected, an onhill node
can reach each ground or bump node.
Suppose there is an onhill nodeo that can reach a ground or bump node, sayu, not
through any gate node. LetR be the route from nodeo to u, which containsm(m ≥ 0)
onhill nodes excepto, denoted byo1, o2, · · · , om(m ≥ 0), whereom is the last onhill node
in routeR and is nodeo itself whenm = 0.
We divide the routeR into two subroutes, which are the route fromto om, denoted by
R1, and the route fromom to u, denoted byR2, as shown in Figure4.3 below. Note that
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there are no other onhill nodes exceptom in R2, which means nodes inR2 exceptom are
all ground or foothill nodes.
uo
o
o
1
2
om
R1
R2
Figure 4.3: Routes fromo to u
From Corollary7, the height ofom must be2. From Corollary6, there must be a gate
node connected tom directly in routeR2. This contradicts the fact that nodeo can reach
nodeu without any gate node on the path. Thus, the Lemma follows.✷
Lemma 14 A ground or bump node can be reached by at least one gate node directly or
through other ground, bump or gate nodes (i.e., not through on ill nodes).
Proof: Based on the assumption that the original network is connected, a ground or
bump node can be reached by any gate node.
Suppose all gate nodes must reach a ground or bump node, sayu, through onhill
node(s). Let nodeg be a gate node, which reachesu through onhill nodeso1, o2, · · · , om(m ≥
1), whereom is the last onhill node in the route fromg to u, denoted byR.
We divide the routeR into two subroutes, which are the route fromg to om, denoted by
R1, and the route fromom to u, denoted byR2, as shown in Figure4.4. Note that there are
no other onhill nodes inR2 exceptom.
From Lemma13, there must be a gate node, sayg′, in routeR2. This means nodeg′
can reach nodeu not through onhill nodes, which contradicts the fact that all g te nodes
must reach a ground or bump node through onhill nodes. Thus, te Lemma follows.✷
Corollary 8 All ground and bump nodes can be reached by gate nodes directly or through
nodes that are not onhill nodes.
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Figure 4.4: Routes fromg to u
Hill area
With the definition of concave area and node types, we introduce the definition of a hill
area as follows:
Definition 23 The maximum height of concave nodes in a concave area is called the height
of the concave area.
Definition 24 A concave area with height 1 is called a bump area.
Definition 25 A concave area with height greater than 1 is called a hill area.
Corollary 9 A hill area must contain gate and onhill nodes, and may contain bump nodes.
4.3.3 Removing Hill Area (RHA) Algorithm
In this section, we present theRemoving Hill Area (RHA)algorithm, which removes some
or all onhill nodes in hill areas. This is to prevent packets entering and retreating the hill
areas where the destination node does not reside.
The RHA algorithm
Before introducing the RHA algorithm, it is necessary to defin theinitiator of a concave
area.
Definition 26 The concave node, whose identification equals to the identification of the
concave area that it resides in, is called the initiator of the concave area.
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Corollary 10 Each concave node in a concave area knows the identification of the initiator
of the concave area, which is the same as the value of variableCId.
The proposedRHA algorithm tries to remove some or all onhill nodes of hill areas.
However, the virtual removal of onhill nodes must keep the connectivity of the remaining
network, which is to guarantee the correctness of the proposed routing algorithm that will
be explained later.
Let N denote the original connected network. The detail of the proposedRHA algo-
rithm is described in Algorithm6.
1. All onhill nodes are marked asremovedinitially.
2. A gate node, sayg, sends aGatemessage, which contains its identification,Idg, to
the initiator of the hill area, sayHA, that it resides in, say nodei, whose
identification equals toCIdg.
3. Upon receiving theGatemessage fromg, nodei recordsIdg contained in the
message.
4. From the recorded identification of all gate nodes ofHA that sent theGatemessage
to it, nodei selects one as theanchor gate nodeof the hill areaHA (i.e., the one
with maximum identification), say nodea.
5. Nodei sends anAllGatesmessage to nodea, which contains the identifications of
all the gate nodes inHA that it recorded.
6. Upon receiving theAllGatesmessage, nodea sends aKeepConnectivitymessage to
each gate node ofHA.
7. Upon receiving aKeepConnectivitymessage, a node, sayu, marks itself asadded. It
records the previous hop node of the message, sayp, selects a next hop node, sayn,
and keeps the edge incident on nodesu andp that is denoted byup, and the edge
incident on nodesu andn that is denoted byun in a Added Edge (AE)set of it.
Algorithm 6 : The RHA algorithm
Note that each message in Algorithm6 is routed usingGPSR(N), which means that
GPSR[30] works on networkN .
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In the proposed RHA algorithm, each onhill node is marked asremovedinitially. From
Corollary 10, each gate node ofHA knows the identification of the initiator ofHA, say
nodei, which equals to the value of the variableCId.
When a gate node sends aG temessage toi, nodei knows the identification of all gate
nodes ofHA, from whichi selects one as an anchor gate node ofHA, say nodea. Nodei
sends anAllGatemessage to nodea, which causes nodea to know the identification of all
the gate nodes inHA. Nodea sends theKeepConnectivitymessages to all other gate nodes
in HA, which helps nodea to find routes to all of them.
The nodes in the routes that include onhill nodes are marked as a ded. The edges in
the routes are kept in theAdded Edge (AE)set of each node marked asdded. The onhill
nodes that are still marked asremovedare removed by the algorithm RHA.
The RHA graph
In this section, we give the definition of theRHA graph and prove that it is a connected
graph.
Definition 27 All ground and foothill nodes, and onhill nodes marked as added in the RHA
algorithm, are called RHA nodes.
Definition 28 All edges between ground and foothill nodes, and edges in theAdd d Edge
(AE) set of each node marked as added in the RHA algorithm are call d RHA edges.
Definition 29 The graph that contains all RHA nodes and RHA edges is called th RHA
graph, denoted byGRHA.
Definition 30 We define the union of two graphs, say graphsX sndY , as a graph that
consists of all nodes and edges contained inX and all nodes and edges contained inY ,
and is denoted byX ∪ Y .
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Lemma 15 GRHA generated by the RHA algorithm is a connected graph when there is
only one hill area in the original network.
Proof: LetN denote the graph of the original network that is connected andHA denote
the hill area in the original network.
We divide graphN to two subgraphs as shown in Figure4.5, one that contains all
ground and foothill nodes and all edges between them, which is denoted byN1, and one
that contains all onhill nodes and all edges between them, which is denoted byN2.
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Figure 4.5: A network before the RHA algorithm is applied
Based on Corollary9, HA must contain gate nodes. Suppose there arem(m ≥ 1) gate
nodes inHA denoted by{gi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Based on Corollary7 and Corollary6, N1 and
N2 are connected only by the edges betweengi and the corresponding onhill nodes with
height2 in N2, which are denoted byei, where1 ≤ i ≤ m as shown in Figure4.5. This
makesN equal toN1 ∪N2 ∪ {ei|1 ≤ i ≤ m} based on Definition30.
In N1, letN1i(1 ≤ i ≤ m) denote the graph, the node set of which contains gate node
gi and all ground, bump or gate nodes that can be reached bygi directly or through nodes
that are not onhill nodes, and the edge set of which contains all edges between nodes in the
node set of it. We have thatN1i(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is connected.
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Let UN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denoteN11 ∪ N12 ∪ · · · ∪ N1m. BecauseUN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
contains all gate nodes, it contains all ground and foothill(i.e., bump or gate) nodes, based
on Corollary8.
Suppose between nodeui in networkN1i and nodeuj in networkN1j, there is an edge
uiuj, where1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m andi 6= j. Then edgeuiuj must be contained in both
N1i andN1j . Therefore,UN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) contains all edges between ground and foothill
nodes. As a result,N1 = UN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
In the RHA algorithm, all onhill nodes are removed initially, which causes graphN2
and edges{ei|1 ≤ i ≤ m} to be removed as shown in Figure4.6. This may cause the
remaining graphN1 to be partitioned if any two graphs amongN11, N12, · · · , N1m, are not
connected.
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Figure 4.6: A network at the beginning of the RHA algorithm
The RHA algorithm selects a gate node, sayg1, as an anchor gate node, and makesg1
find routes to all other gate nodes, i.e., routesR2, R3, · · · , Rm to g2, g3, · · · , gm(m ≥ 2),
respectively, as shown in Figure4.7, whereRi (2 ≤ i ≤ m) contains all nodes and all
edges in the route fromg1 to gi. Let R = R2 ∪ R3 ∪ · · · ∪ Rm. This makes the graph of
N1 ∪R connected.
Based on the RHA algorithm as shown in Algorithm6, all nodes inR are marked as
addedand all edges inR are kept in theAdded Edge (AE)set of each node inR. Because
N1 contains all ground and foothill nodes and all edges betweenth m, we haveGRHA
equals to the graph ofN1 ∪R, based on Definition29. Thus, the lemma follows.✷
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Figure 4.7: A network after the RHA algorithm is applied
Lemma 16 Graph GRHA generated by the RHA algorithm is a connected graph when
there is more than one hill area in the original network.
Proof: LetN denote the graph of the original network that is connected. Suppose there
aren(n ≥ 2) hill areas in the original network, which are denoted byHA1, HA2, · · · , HAn.
We divide graphN into two subgraphs as shown in Figure4.8. First, the graph that
contains all ground and foothill nodes and all edges betweenth m, which is denoted by
N1. The second, the graph that contains all onhill nodes and alledges between them,
which is denoted byN2.
Based on Corollary9, a hill areaHAi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) must contain gate nodes. For
simplicity, suppose that there arem(m ≥ 1) gate nodes in each hill area. Letgij (1 ≤ j ≤
m) denote a gate node in hill areaHAi. Based on Corollary7 and Corollary6, N1 and
N2 are connected only by the edges betweengij and the corresponding onhill nodes with
height2 in N2, which are denoted byeij , where1 ≤ i ≤ n and1 ≤ j ≤ m. Thus,N equals
N1 ∪N2 ∪ {eij |1 ≤ i ≤ n & 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.
In N2, let N2i denote the graph that contains all the onhill nodes in hill areaHAi,
where1 ≤ i ≤ n, and all the edges between them. Based on Observation2, there is no
edge between any two nodes in two different graphs amongN21, N22, · · · , N2n. Let UN2i
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Figure 4.8: A network before the RHA algorithm is applied
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) denote the graph ofN21 ∪ N22 ∪ · · · ∪ N2n. We have thatN2 = UN2i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n).
In N1, let N1i denote the graph, the node set of which contains all gate nodes inHAi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), which are{gij|1 ≤ j ≤ m}, and all ground or foothill nodes that can be
reached by{gij|1 ≤ j ≤ m} directly, or through nodes that are not onhill nodes, and the
edge set of which contains all edges incident on nodes in the nod set of it. LetUN1i (1 ≤
i ≤ n) denote the graph ofN11 ∪N12 ∪ · · · ∪N1n, we have thatUN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) contains
all ground and foothill (i.e., bump and gate) nodes in the network, based on Corollary8.
Suppose between nodeu1i in networkN1i and nodeu1j in networkN1j , there is an edge
u1iu1j, where1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, andi 6= j. Then edgeu1iu1j must be contained in
bothN1i andN1j . Therefore,N1 = UN1i (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
From above, we haveN = UN1i ∪UN2i ∪ {epj|1 ≤ p ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where1 ≤ i ≤
n. BecauseN is connected, there must be edges between graphs amongN11, N12, · · · , N1n
to make them connected to each other. Suppose there is an edgeb tw enN1(i−1) and
N1i, as shown in Figure4.8, which is denoted byei, where2 ≤ i ≤ n. This makes
N1 = UN1i ∪ {ek|2 ≤ k ≤ n} (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
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In graphN1i(1 ≤ i ≤ n), let N1ij(1 ≤ j ≤ m) denote the graph, the node set of
which contains the gate nodegij in a hill areaHAi and all the ground, bump or gate nodes
that can be reached bygij directly or through nodes that are not onhill nodes, and the
edge set of which contains all edges incident on nodes in the nod set of it. We have that
N1ij(1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) is connected.
Let UN1ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m) denote the graph ofN1i1 ∪ N1i2 ∪ · · · ∪ N1im. Based on the
proof of Lemma15, we haveN1i = UN1ij (1 ≤ j ≤ m).
In the RHA algorithm, all onhill nodes are removed initially, which causes graphN2
and edges{eij |1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m} to be removed. This may cause the remaining graph
N1 to be partitioned if any two graphs amongN1i1, N1i2, · · · , N1im that are contained inN1i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are not connected as shown in Figure4.9.
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Figure 4.9: A network at the beginning of the RHA algorithm
The RHA algorithm selects a gate node, saygi1, in N1i(1 ≤ i ≤ n), as an anchor gate
node, and makesgi1 find routes to all other gate nodes inN1i, i.e., routesRi2, Ri3, · · · , Rim
to gi2, gi3, · · · , gim(m ≥ 2), respectively, as shown in Figure4.10, whereRij (2 ≤ j ≤ m)
contains all nodes and all edges in the route fromgi1 to gij.
Let Ri = Ri2 ∪ Ri3 ∪ · · · ∪ Rim (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Based on the proof of Lemma15, we
have that graphN1i ∪ Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is connected. LetR = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ · · · ∪ Rn. This
makesUN1i ∪R ∪ {ek|2 ≤ k ≤ n} = N1 ∪ R connected, where1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Based on the RHA algorithm shown in Algorithm6, all nodes inR are marked as
addedand all edges inR are kept in theAdded Edge (AE)set of each node inR. Because
N1 contains all ground and foothill nodes and all edges betweenth m,GRHA is the same
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Figure 4.10: A network after the RHA algorithm is applied
as the graph ofN1 ∪R. Thus, the lemma follows.✷
Theorem 7 GRHA generated by the RHA algorithm is a connected graph when there are
one or more hill areas in the original network.
Proof: Based on Lemma15 and Lemma16, the theorem follows.✷
RHAi graph
Suppose there aren(n ≥ 1) hill areas, denoted byHA1, HA2, · · · , HAn, in the original
network. LetRHAi graph be a graph generated by removing some or all onhill nodes from
all hill areas exceptHAi. This is for the later use in routing when the destination node
is in the hill areaHAi. Next, we introduce the definition of theRHAi graph in detail as
follows:
Definition 31 All ground and foothill nodes, all onhill nodes in a hill area, HAi(1 ≤ i ≤
n), and all onhill nodes marked as added in other hill areas except HAi are calledRHAi
nodes.
Definition 32 Edges between all ground and foothill nodes inN , and all onhill nodes in a
hill area,HAi(1 ≤ i ≤ n), and edges in the AE set of each node marked as added in other
hill areas exceptHAi are calledRHAi edges.
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Definition 33 The network graph, which contains allRHAi nodes and allRHAi edges,
is called theRHAi graph, denoted byGRHAi(1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Theorem 8 Suppose there aren(n ≥ 1) hill areas in the original network. Then graph
GRHA
i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a connected graph.
Proof: LetN denote the graph of the original network that is connected. Suppose there
aren(n ≥ 1) hill areas in the original network, which are denoted byHA1, HA2, · · · , HAn.
Whenn equals to1, GRHA
i
= GRHA
1
= N , which is connected.
Whenn > 1, we use the same denotations as those in the above proof of Lemma15.
LetURi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) denoteR1 ∪R2 ∪ · · · ∪Rn. We haveGRHAi = UN1j ∪URj ∪ {ek|2 ≤
k ≤ n} ∪ N1i ∪ N2i ∪ {eip|1 ≤ p ≤ m} as shown in Figure4.11, where1 ≤ j ≤ n and
j 6= i.
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Figure 4.11: A network after the RHA algorithm is applied
Based on Definition25, Corollary9 and Observation1, we haveN1i ∪ N2i ∪ {eip|1 ≤
p ≤ m} is connected. BecauseN1i ∪ Ri(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is connected, the theorem follows.✷
4.3.4 Hill-Area-Restricted GPSR (HAR-GPSR) Routing Algorithm
In this section, we present the Hill-Area-Restricted GPSR (HAR-GPSR) routing algorithm,
which is based on the existing Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) geographic routing protocol,
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GPSR[30]. We also prove that theHAR-GPSRguarantees the packet delivery, which means
that it can always find a route to a destination in a connected network.
Let N denote the original connected network. The source and destination nodes are
denoted by nodes andd, respectively. Suppose each source node knows the virtual co-
ordinate and the Concave area Identification (CId) of the destination node. The packet
generated bys that needs to be routed tod is denoted byP{(dx, dy, dz), CIdd, RT}, where
the first field(dx, dy, dz) is the virtual coordinate of noded, the second fieldCIdd is the
identification of the concave area thatd may reside in, which is−1 if d does not reside
in any concave area, and the third fieldRT is the current routing type. The details of the
algorithm HAR-GPSR are given in Algorithm7.
The proposed HAR-GPSR algorithm contains two steps. Step 1 is to set theRT field
contained in packetP , which denotes the routing type ofP . There are three kinds of
routing types, which areGPSR(N), GPSR(GRHA), andDownHill.
When generating a packetP , source nodes sets theRT field as follows:
If s is a ground or bump node, or ifs is a gate or onhill node and the destination
noded is an onhill node in the same concave area ass resides in, it sets the routing type
asGPSR(N) in theRT field. Otherwise, ifs is a gate node, it sets the routing type as
GPSR(GRHA) in theRT field. If s is an onhill node, it sets the routing type asDownHill
in theRT field.
Let u denote an intermediate forwarding node of packetP . If u is a ground, bump or
onhill node, it keeps theRT field contained inP . If u is a gate node, it checks whether the
RT field contained inP is DownHill. If yes, it means that the destination node is not in
the same concave area asu resides in. In this case,u sets theRT field asGPSR(GRHA).
Otherwise, it means that theRT field in packetP isGPSR(N) orGPSR(GRHA). In this
case, it checks if the destination nodeis an onhill node in the same concave area as it
resides in. If yes, it sets theRT field asGPSR(N). Otherwise, it sets theRT field as
GPSR(GRHA).
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1. Step 1: Setting theRT field in a packetP
When generating a packetP , nodes sets theRT field of P as follows:
i. If s is a ground or bump node, it setsRT asGPSR(N).
ii. If s is a gate node, it checks ifdz ≥ 2 andCIdd = CIds. If so, it setsRT as
GPSR(N). Otherwise, it setsRT asGPSR(GRHA).
iii. If s is an onhill node, it checks ifdz ≥ 2 andCIdd = CIds. If so, it setsRT
asGPSR(N). Otherwise, it setsRT asDownHill.
When receiving a packetP , a node, sayu, sets theRT field of P as follows:
iv. If u is a ground or bump node, it keeps theRT field contained inP .
v. If u is a gate node, it checks if theRT field contained inP is DownHill. If so,
it setsRT asGPSR(GRHA).
Otherwise, it means theRT field contained inP is GPSR(N)or GPSR(GRHA),
it further checks ifdz ≥ 2 andCIdd = CIdu. If so, it sets theRT field as
GPSR(N). Otherwise, it sets theRT field asGPSR(GRHA).
vi. If u is an onhill node, it keeps theRT field contained inP .
2. Step 2: Routing a packet P
Based on theRT field contained inP , a node, sayu, routesP as follows:
i. If RT = GPSR(N), it routesP usingGPSRon the original networkN .
ii. If RT = GPSR(GRHA), it routesP usingGPSRon the RHA graph,GRHA.
iii. If RT = DownHill, it forwards packetP to a neighbor node, sayv, which
satisfiesCIdv = CIdu andvz < uz.
Algorithm 7 : The HAR-GPSR routing algorithm
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Step 2 of the HAR-GPSR algorithm is to route packetP based on the routing type in the
RT field set in Step 1. If the routing type isGPSR(N), P will be forwarded usingGPSR
on the original networkN . If the routing type isGPSR(GRHA),P will be forwarded using
GPSR on theRHA graph,GRHA. If the routing type isDownHill, the forwarding node
will transferP to a neighbor node, which is in the same concave area as it resides in and
has a smallerz coordinate than its own.
Theorem 9 HAR-GPSR always finds a route to a destination in a connected network.
Proof: Let N denote the original network that is connected. Suppose a source nodes
generates a packetP that needs to be routed to a destination noded.
Suppose there is no hill area inN . Based on the routing algorithm HAR-GPSR shown
in Algorithm 7, P will be routed usingGPSRon networkN that is connected. Because
GPSRfinds all existing routes (that is, on network graphs where the destination is con-
nected) [30], the theorem follows.
Suppose there aren(n ≥ 1) hill areas inN , which are denoted byHAi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
There are two cases based on the location of the destination noded as follows:
Case 1:d is not in any hill area. In this case, if the source nodes is a ground, bump
or gate node, HAR-GPSR will routeP usingGPSR(GRHA), which means usingGPSRon
RHAgraphGRHA.
If s is an onhill node, packetP will be routed down the hill area thats resides in to a
gate node of the hill area, and HAR-GPSR will routeP usingGPSR(GRHA).
Case 2:d is in a hill area, sayHA1. In this case, if the source nodes is a ground, bump
or gate node, HAR-GPSR will routeP usingGPSR(GRHA
1
), which means usingGPSRon
RHA1 graphGRHA1 .
If s is an onhill node that resides in a hill areaHAi(1 ≤ i ≤ n), it further checks if
HAi is the same asHA1. If so, the packetP will be routed usingGPSR(N), until it reaches
the destination noded, which means the routing succeeds.
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If this is not the case, packetP will be routed down the hill areaHAi to a gate node in
HAi, and HAR-GPSR will routeP usingGPSR(GRHA
1
).
Based on Theorem7 and Theorem8, we have thatGRHA andGRHA
1
are connected
network graphs. BecauseGPSRfinds all existing routes (that is, on network graphs where
the destination is connected) [30], GPSR(GRHA) and GPSR(NRHA
1
) can always find a
route tod in both of the above two cases. Thus, the theorem follows.✷
4.4 Simulation Study and Analysis
4.4.1 Simulation Settings
In our simulations, the network was a square area of2000 × 2000m2. We simulated two
environments termed assmall voidanddominant void, respectively, as in NEAR [4]. For
thesmall voidenvironment, we set a void in the middle of the square area of the network
that covered approximately 12% of the network size. In addition, a peninsula entered the
small voidas shown in Figure4.12. The coordinate of nodesA,B,C,D,E, F,G andH
were (500, 700), (800, 700), (800, 1000), (1200, 1000), (1200, 7 0), (1500, 700), (1500,
1300) and (500, 1300), respectively.
0 1200 2000800500 1500
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Figure 4.12: Simulation Environment ofSmall Void
For thedominant voidenvironment, we set a void in the middle of the square area of
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the network that covers approximately 25% of the network size. In addition, a peninsula en-
tered thedominant voidas shown in Figure4.13. The coordinate of nodesA,B,C,D,E, F,G
andH were (400, 500), (800, 500), (800, 1000), (1200, 1000), (1200, 5 0), (1600, 500),
(1600, 1500) and (400, 1500), respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Simulation Environment ofDominant Void
In bothsmall voidanddominant voidenvironments, nodes were distributed randomly
in the network except the void area, as shown in the shaded area in Figure4.12and Fig-
ure 4.13, respectively. Each node has a transmission range of250 meters. Nodes in the
network construct aunit-diskgraph, where there is an edge incident on two nodes if they
are within each other’s transmission range.
The number of nodes in the network was changed from340 to 600. By changing the
number of nodes in the network, we changed the network density or he average node
degree (the number of neighbors of a node). In the simulationstudy, we generated seven
network topologies randomly, which contained340, 380, 420, 450, 500, 550 and600 nodes,
respectively. The approximate average node degrees were16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28,
respectively. For each topology, we ran simulations30 times with different seeds. Each
value in the following graphs is the average value of the 30 runs.
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4.4.2 Simulation Model
In the simulation study, we run the three algorithms of the proposedHARprotocol on the
current snapshot of the network. At the network start-up, nodes send the information of
their physical and virtual coordinates, and the identification of the concave areas where
they may reside, inHello messages in a randomly selected order.
When receivingHello messages from its neighbors, a node runs theConcave Area Iden-
tification (CAI) algorithm, which may update its virtual coordination or theid ntification
of the concave area that it may reside in. In this case, it sends aHello message to notify its
neighbors about the update. When no more nodes in the networksend the update inHello
messages, theCAI algorithm converges.
Then, we run theRemoving Hill Area (RHA)algorithm, at the beginning of which each
gate node sends its real and virtual coordinates and the identification of the concave area
where it resides in aGatemessage. It is forwarded to theinitiator of the concave area that
it resides in. When no more nodes in the network send any messag , theRHAalgorithm
converges.
With the information obtained by message exchanging in theCAI andRHAalgorithms,
we are ready to run theHAR-GPSRrouting algorithm. We randomly selected 30% nodes
in a network topology as source nodes and for each of them we randomly selected a desti-
nation node. At the beginning of theHAR-GPSRalgorithm, a source node initiates a route
discovery by sending a routing message. When no more nodes inthe etwork send any
messages, theHAR-GPSRalgorithm converges.
For each algorithm, we collected the data, i.e., total number of messages broadcast by
all nodes, total size of messages in bytes broadcast by all nodes, and etc., during the time
interval from the first node starting to send a message to the time when no more nodes send
any messages in the network.
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4.4.3 Communication Cost of the First Algorithm of Protocols NEAR
and HAR
The proposed HAR routing protocol contains three algorithms, which are the CAI algo-
rithm, the RHA algorithm and the HAR-GPSR routing algorithm. The NEAR protocol
also contains three algorithms, which are the node reposition algorithm, the void bypass
algorithm and the routing algorithm. In both the NEAR and theHAR routing protocols,
results of the first two algorithms are the inputs of the thirdone.
In this section, we use two metrics, the number of messages broadcast by all nodes in
the network and the average message size to evaluate the communication cost of the first
algorithm of protocols NEAR and HAR. The threshold angleα in the CAI algorithm in
HAR is set as11π/9, which is the same as that in NEAR.
Total number of messages broadcast by all nodes in the network
For thesmall voidenvironment, we plotted the total number of messages broadcast by all
nodes with respect to the number of nodes in Figure4.14. It shows that the total number
of messages broadcast by all nodes is 11.3% less in the first algorithm of HAR than that in
the first algorithm of NEAR.
For thedominant voidenvironment, we plotted the total number of messages broadcast
by all nodes with respect to the number of nodes in Figure4.15. It shows that the total
number of messages broadcast by all nodes is 30.3% less in thefirst algorithm of HAR
than that in the first algorithm of NEAR.
Average size of messages broadcast in the network
In the environments ofsmall voidanddominant void, the average size of messages broad-
cast by all nodes was 68 bytes and 52 bytes in the first algorithm of HAR and NEAR,
respectively.
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Figure 4.14: Total number of messages broadcast by all nodesin the environment ofsmall
void
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Figure 4.15: Total number of messages broadcast by all nodesin the environment ofdomi-
nant void
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Communication cost
Because the average size of messages sent in HAR is slightly larger than that in NEAR, we
plotted the communication cost in bytes of the first algorithm of each protocol.
For the environment ofsmall void, the communication cost in bytes with respect to the
number of nodes are shown in Figure4.16. It shows that the communication cost of the
first algorithm of NEAR is 13.8% less than that of HAR. This is because the average size
of messages sent in HAR is slightly larger than that in NEAR.
For the environment ofdominant void, the communication cost in bytes with respect to
the number of nodes are shown in Figure4.17. It shows that the communication cost of the
first algorithm of HAR is 8.9% less than that in NEAR.
4.4.4 Communication cost of the second algorithm of protocols NEAR
and HAR
In this section, we use two metrics, the number of messages broadcast by all nodes in the
network and the average message size to evaluate the communicatio cost of the second
algorithm of protocols NEAR and HAR. The threshold angleβ in NEAR was set asπ [4].
Total number of messages broadcast by all nodes in the network
For the environment ofsmall void, we depict the total number of messages broadcast by all
nodes with respect to the number of nodes in Figure4.18. We observe that the total number
of messages sent in the second algorithm of HAR is 99.9% less than that in the second
algorithm of NEAR.
For the environment ofdominant void, we depict the total number of messages broad-
cast by all nodes with respect to the number of nodes in Figure4.19. We observe that the
total number of messages sent in the second algorithm of HAR is 99.4% less than that in
the second algorithm of NEAR.
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Figure 4.16: Communication cost in the environment ofsmall void
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Figure 4.17: Communication cost in the environment ofd minant void
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Figure 4.19: Total number of messages broadcast by all nodesin the environment ofdomi-
nant void
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Average size of messages broadcast in the network
The average size of messages broadcast by all nodes in the environments ofsmall void
anddominant void, is 68 bytes and 52 bytes in the second algorithm of HAR and NEAR,
respectively.
Communication cost
Because the average size of messages sent in HAR is slightly larger than that in NEAR,
we plot the communication cost in bytes of the second algorithm of each protocol in this
section.
For the environment ofsmall void, the communication cost in bytes with respect to the
number of nodes are shown in Figure4.20. It shows that the communication cost in the
second algorithm of HAR is 99.9% less than that in the second algorithm of NEAR.
For the environment ofdominant void, the communication cost in bytes with respect to
the number of nodes are shown in Figure4.21. It shows that the communication cost in the
second algorithm of HAR is 99.2% less than that in the second algorithm of NEAR.
4.4.5 Evaluation of the Convergence Time of the First Two Algorithms
of NEAR and HAR
In this section, we used the convergence time of the first two alg rithms of protocolsNEAR
andHARas another metric to compare their performance.
We assumed the one-hop message transmission latency isT . Namely, it takes an aver-
age timeT for a message to travel from a node to its neighbors.
We define the convergence time of the first two algorithms of prtocolsNEARandHAR
as the time interval, in terms ofT , from the first node starting to send messages in the first
algorithm to the time that no nodes need to send messages in the second algorithm of each
protocol.
For the environment ofsmall void, we depicted the convergence time inT with respect
to the number of nodes in the network in Figure4.22. We observe that the convergence
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Figure 4.20: Communication cost of NEAR and HAR in the environment ofsmall void
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Figure 4.21: Communication cost of NEAR and HAR in the environment ofdominant void
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time of the first two algorithms ofHAR is 98.6% less than that of the first two algorithms
of NEAR.
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Figure 4.22: Convergence time of NEAR and HAR in the environme t ofsmall void
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Figure 4.23: Convergence time of NEAR and HAR in the environme t ofdominant void
For the environment ofdominant void, we depicted the convergence time inT with
respect to the number of nodes in the network in Figure4.23. We observe that the conver-
gence time the first two algorithms ofHARis 71.7% less than that of the first two algorithms
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of NEAR.
4.4.6 Routing Performance
For each network topology, we randomly selected 30% nodes assource nodes and for each
we randomly selected a destination node. We depict the routing performance of NEAR,
HAR and GPSR in two metrics, the success rate and the average hop count.
Success rate
For the environment ofsmall void, we depict thesuccess ratewith respect to the number
of nodes in Figure4.24. It shows that the success rate of NEAR is 92.7%, and is 100% of
both HAR and GPSR. This confirms that the proposed HAR guarantees the packet delivery,
while NEAR does not.
For the environment ofdominant void, we depict thesuccess ratewith respect to the
number of nodes in Figure4.25. It shows that the success rate of NEAR is 90.6%, and is
100% of both HAR and GPSR. This confirms that the proposed HAR guarantees the packet
delivery, while NEAR does not.
Average hop count
Figure4.24and Figure4.25show that the success rate of routing by both HAR and GPSR
are 100% for the environments of bothsmall voidanddominant void. In this section, we
first plot the average hop count of routes between all pairs ofsource and destination nodes
by HAR and GPSR with respect to the number of nodes for the enviro ment ofsmall void
in Figure4.26. It shows that the average hop count of HAR is 6.7, which is 4.0% less than
that of GPSR that is 7.0.
We also plotted the average hop count of routes between all pairs of source and desti-
nation nodes by HAR and GPSR with respect to the number of nodes for the environment
of dominant voidin Figure4.27. It shows that the average hop count of HAR is 8, which is
10.8% less than that of GPSR, which is 9.
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Figure 4.24: Average success rate of NEAR, HAR and GPSR in theenvironment ofsmall
void
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Figure 4.25: Average success rate of NEAR, HAR and GPSR in theenvironment ofdomi-
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Figure 4.26: Average hop count of HAR and GPSR in the environment ofsmall void
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Figure 4.27: Average hop count of HAR and GPSR in the environment ofdominant void
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Figure4.24and Figure4.25show that the success rates of NEAR in the environments
of small voidand dominant voidare respectively 92.7% and 90.6%, which means that
routes between some pairs of source and destination nodes can not be found successfully
by NEAR. Each pair of source and destination nodes, the routebetween which can be found
successfully by NEAR, is called theNEAR source and destination pair.
To compare the routing performance in hop count with NEAR forthe environment
of small void, we plotted the average hop count of routes between allNEAR source and
destination pairs by protocols NEAR, HAR and GPSR with respect to the number ofnodes
in Figure4.28. It shows that the average hop count of NEAR is 5.0, 22.2% lessthan that of
GPSR that is 6.4. The average hop count of HAR is 6.3, 2.0% lessthan that of GPSR.
For the environment ofdominant void, we plotted the average hop count of routes
between allNEAR source and destination pairs by protocols NEAR, HAR and GPSR with
respect to the number of nodes in Figure4.29. It shows that the average hop count of NEAR
is 6.3, which is 22.8% less than that of GPSR that is 8.1. The average hop count of HAR is
7.6, which is 7.0% less than that of GPSR.
4.5 Related Work
Karp et al. [30] proposed the Greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) for wireless net-
works. Greedy routing is applied first and perimeter routingis used when greedy routing
fails. Greedy routing is applied again when possible. GPSR guarantees the packet delivery.
However, extra hops of routing may be needed in networks containi g voids.
Zou et al. [70] presented a partial-partition avoiding geographic routing (PAGER) pro-
tocol to solve the dead end problem of GFG routing in sensor networks. A dead end node
(concave node) is a node that is closer to the base station (BS) than any of its neighbors.
PAGER contains two phases, theshadow spreadphase andcost spreadphase. It gives
each node a forwarding direction based on the cost to the BS ofitself and all its neighbors,
which as a result avoids packets from arriving at dead end nodes. PAGER works for sensor
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networks, where each node knows the location of the BS.
Arad et al. [4] introduced a node elevation ad hoc routing (NEAR) protocolfor mobile
ad hoc networks. It contains three algorithms, which are thenode repositioning algorithm,
void bypass algorithm and routing algorithm. The routing alorithm is based on the GFG
routing protocol and the results of the first two algorithms.NEAR improves the routing
efficiency in hop count of GFG routing in networks containingvoids. However, it does
not guarantee the packet delivery and the communication cost of the first two algorithms is
high, which is not desirable in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
Liu et al. [44] proposed a destination-region-based local minimum awaregeometric
routing algorithm. Compared to the previous work ofNEAR, it improves the accuracy of
the local minima prediction, which improves routing performance in terms of route length.
However, before the routing process, the source node needs to obtain position information,
destination region and local minimum area ID of the destinatio node from the location
service. In addition, the local minimum area ID is selected by nodes in the area, which
needs cooperation and messages exchange among the nodes.
4.6 Chapter Summary
In Greedy-Face-Greedy routing protocols, greedy routing may take packets to concave
nodes, where the perimeter routing is applied to recover from the greedy routing failure.
This may cause extra hops of routing by GFG routing protocolsin networks containing
voids. In this chapter, we proposed aHill-Area-Restricted (HAR)routing protocol, which
avoids the extra hops of routing caused by most of the existing GFG routing protocols, and
makes it more efficient in hop count. We proved that the proposed HAR guarantees the
packet delivery. Compared to the previous work of NEAR, the proposed HAR lowers the
communication cost tremendously. Simulation results proved the superior performance of
HAR, which is therefore more desirable for mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks and Directions for
Future Research
5.1 Concluding Remarks
Recently, mobile ad hoc and sensor networks have attracted alot of attention with the
widespread emergence of wireless devices. Mobile ad hoc andse sor networks are infras-
tructureless networks, which consist of wireless and mobile nodes connected in an arbitrary
manner without any infrastructure. Because there are no fixed routers, each node acts as
both an end system and a router in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. A node can commu-
nicate directly only with nodes in its transmission range. When two nodes are not within
each other’s transmission range, communication between them requires multi-hop routing
and the help of other mobile nodes to route packets between them. Since all nodes are
mobile and there is no fixed infrastructure, the design of routing protocols becomes one
of the most challenging issues in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. In addition, nodes
usually have limited resources, i.e., memory and power, which motivates the development
of efficient routing protocols with low overhead and low bandwi th consumption.
Compared to topology-based routing protocols, position-based (geographic) routing
protocols do not need mobile nodes to maintain routing information that is achieved by
message flooding. Instead, a node only needs to maintain the location of its neighbors,
which is sufficient for it to select the next hop node to route apacket. The low overhead
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and bandwidth assumption of geographic routing makes it scalable for mobile ad hoc and
sensor networks that contain nodes with limited memory and power.
In mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, most geographic routing protocols, e.g., Greedy-
Face-Greedy routing protocols, need nodes to construct planar graphs as the underlying
graph for face routing. Idealized and realistic planarization algorithms, which generate
a planar subgraph of the original network graph under relatively idealized and realistic
environments, have been an active topic of research.
In this dissertation, we developed an idealized planarization algorithmAlgEcldel, which
can be run by each node distributively with1-hop neighborhood information to construct
an Edge Constrained Localized Delaunay graph, ECLDel. We proved that the proposed
ECLDel is a planart-spanner of the originalunit-diskgraph, which can be used as the un-
derlying graph for face routing in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks. Compared to the
previous algorithm to construct thePLDel, our algorithm to construct theECLDel is much
simpler and converges faster. This is because we significantly decrease the number and
size of messages broadcast by each node in the construction,which results in a far lower
communication cost and is more desirable for mobile ad hoc and se sor networks. Our
simulation results confirmed the better performance of our algorithm.
In realistic environments, the assumption ofUDG may be violated, which may cause
the idealized planarization algorithms not to work correctly. As a result,GFG geographic
routing will not work correctly. In the dissertation, we proosed a realistic planarization
algorithm in thePre-Processed Cross Link Detection Protocol, PPCLDP, which extracts
an almost planar graph,GPPCLDP , from a network graph under realistic environment with
obstacles. We proved thatGFG geographic routing never fails on graphGPPCLDP .
The proposedPPCLDPcontains a2-hop Cross Link Pre-Processing (CLPP)algorithm
and aRestricted Cross Link Detection Protocol (RCLDP). In theCLPPalgorithm, a node
detects any2-hop cross linksof a link attached to it and decides whether to keep or re-
move the link by exchanging a few messages with its neighbors. The CLPP algorithm
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generates a graph,GCLPP , which is the input graph of theRCLDPand is sparser than the
input graph of theCLDP. This results in significantly fewer probing messages needed for
RCLDPthanCLDP. Our simulation results confirmed that the significantly reduced num-
ber of broadcast messages causesPPCLDPto have a much lower communication cost and
faster convergence time thanCLDP.
In Greedy-Face-Greedy routing protocols, greedy routing may take packets to concave
nodes, where the perimeter routing is applied. This may cause extra hops of routing in
networks containing voids. In this dissertation, we proposed aHill-Area-Restricted (HAR)
geographic routing protocol. It avoids the extra hops as in the original GFG routing, which
makes it more efficient in hop count. We proved that the proposed HAR guarantees the
packet delivery. Compared to the previous work ofNEAR, the proposedHAR lowers the
communication cost tremendously. This makes theHARmore desirable for mobile ad hoc
and sensor networks. Simulation results showed the better performance of HAR.
5.2 Directions for Future Research
Widely used wireless sensor networks (WSN) contain a large number of embedded devices
(sensors) that can collect data, aggregate data and answer queries of data. In WSN, because
sensors have limited power due to limited battery life, how teffectively store the large
amount of data gathered by sensors, which can increase the effici ncy of later data retrieval,
is an important issue. In sensor networks, the content of data is more important than the
identity of the node that collects the data, which makes data-centric storage [7, 47, 53]
widely accepted for data storage.
Ratnasamy et al. [53] proposed adata-centric storage (DCS)with GHT, a geographic
hash table system. In theGHT system, the high-level data name, the key, is hashed us-
ing a geographic hash table to a geographic location. The sensor node, which is on the
geographic location, will store the key-value pair.
When there are voids or obstacles in the network, it is very possible that there is no
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node on the geographic location. In this case,GHT usesGPSRas the routing protocol to
route a packet to the appropriate home node nearest to the geographic location. When a
packet arrives at its home node, it will enter the perimeter mode for there is no node closer
to the destination than the home node. It will traverse the home perimeter until it returns to
the home node, which now knows it is the home node and should consume the packet.
The problem is that if the hashed geographic location of a datp cket is outside the
outer boundary of the network, the packet will traverse the out r boundary that is its home
perimeter and be consumed by its home node. In such a case, theoperation delay is very
long, which means the user has to spend a long time to subscribe o search for a file,
which is an inconvenience. In addition, some data stored by adesignated home node that
is frequently accessed makes all queries for data be routed dir ctly to the home node. This
makes the home node a hot spot and cause extra load on the node.
However, given the significant advantages over existing protocols, with further research
to optimize the process and eliminate minor problems such asthe e,GHT holds great
promise.
Copyright c© Yan Sun 2012
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